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#100674; 22 cal. w/blued frame & rare Wolverine marking on right side of
slide. Gun has original white grips & in very good overall condition
w/some light marks from handling & use. Comes in original box which
includes operation & field stripping paperwork, box is solid in good overall
condition. A desirable Wolverine marked Whitney w/rare white grips.
(3557) 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

1 Rare Whitney Wolverine w/White Grips +Original Box

#197917; 38 Super. Std. config. In good used condition w/some light
edge wear, scratches & marks. Gun comes in original box w/manual & 2
additional magazines. A good example of Colt Super 38. 1,250.00 -
1,500.00

2 Colt Super 38 Automatic Pistol

#28337; 22 cal. Std config w/blued finish & brown grips. Gun is in nice
original, lightly used condition w/some small marks. Comes in original box
& with paperwork. Box is solid & overall a very nice, lightly handled
Wolverine. (3592) 750.00 - 1,250.00

3 Whitney Wolverine 22 Pistol w/Original Box

#15985-NM; 45 ACP. Std Gold Cup config. in Very nice lightly used
condition w/some light spots from use & handling. Comes w/original box
& paperwork. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

4 Colt Gold Cup National Match 45

#26190; 22 cal. Std config. w/good original finish & light scratches overall.
Circa 1955-1962. (3429) 650.00 - 850.00

5 Whitney Wolverine 22 cal. Pistol

#39406; 38 cal. Mfg in 1917. Std config. w/good original blue w/typical
edge wear & some mixed scratches & marks. Gun has good grips &
original magazine, overall a very nice early Colt automatic pistol. (3402)
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

6 Colt 1903 Hammer Pocket Pistol

#239507; 32 ACP. Std config. w/case colored trigger & strong original
blue finish  w/few spots & overall a very nice early Savage Pocket Model.
(3733) 400.00 - 600.00

7 Savage Model  1917 32 cal Pocket Pistol

#33378; 380 cal. Std config. w/good original blue & typical edge wear
w/typical scratches & marks. Gun has dual tone magazine & wood grips,
was mfg in 1918 & a nice 380 cal Pocket Pistol. (2800) 600.00 - 800.00

8 Colt Model 1908 380 cal. Pocket Pistol

#251558; 32 ACP. std. config. Gun has strong orignal blue & case
colored trigger, w/some edge wear. Overall in good condition. (3275)
400.00 - 500.00

9 Fine Savage Model 1917 32 cal. Pocket pistol

LOT #

#594949; 380 cal. Belgium mfg. Gun appears to have been refinished at
one time w/some light pits visible beneath finish, otherwise in good
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

10 Belgium Browning Model 1922 Pistol

#354137; 25 ACP. 1926 mfg. Good original blue w/case colored trigger &
safety. Gun has wood grips w/some small spots or mark, overall very
good original condition. 400.00 - 500.00

11 Colt 1908 25 ACP Pocket Pistol

#40118; 380 cal. mfg in 1921. std config w/strong original blue & some
spots & scratches mixed. Gun has dual tone magazine & overall a very
nice Prohibition era Colt pistol. 600.00 - 800.00

12 Colt 1908 380 cal. Pocket Pistol

#509768; 32 cal   fg in 1931 Good original blue w/wood grips & dual tone
magazine. Gun has some holster wear on edges & some small marks &
spots, but good overall condition. 400.00 - 500.00

13 Colt 1903 Hammerless Pocket Pistol

#E1241; 458 WIN Mag. 24 1/2" w/express sights & checkered walnut
stock. In very fine, lightly handled condition. 800.00 - 1,200.00

14 CZ 550 Magnum Rifle in 458 WIN Mag Cal

#F6268805; 22-250. 26" heavy weight bbl w/blued finish, laminate bench
rest style stock & Harris bipod. Gun is topped w/Tasco 8-32x scope & in
very nice, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

15 Remington Model 700 Varmit 22-250 Rifle

#32192MY351; 300 short magnum. 23" SS bbl. w/composite stock. Gun
is topped w/Simmons 2.8-10x scope & is in nice, lightly used condition.
450.00 - 600.00

16 Browning SS A-Bolt 300WSM Rifle & Scope

#E6441394; 223 cal. 26" heavy weight blued bbl. Gun has laminate
bench rest style stock & attached bi pod w/4-6x scope. In very nice,
lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

17 Remington Model 700 Varmit in 223 cal.

#107NV36044; 30-06. Blued finish w/Safari grade engraved receiver. Gun
has BOSS muzzle break system, topped w/Simmons 3-9x scope &
checkered walnut stock. Comes w/one additional magazine & original
manual. In very fine lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

18 Browning BARII Safari 30-06 Rifle

#NWTF010817; 28" vent rib bbl w/INV choke & fancy gold decorated
receiver w/NWTF logo. Gun has fancy checkered pistol grip stock & is in
like new condition. 450.00 - 600.00

19 Browning BPS NWTF 2001 Gun of the Year
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#15223NW152; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl. w/3" chamber &  pheasant & fowl
engraved receiver. Gun take INV chokes but is currently w/out any choke
tubes installed. Otherwise in very fine, lightly handled condition. 400.00 -
500.00

20 Browning BPS 12 ga w/Enhanced Receiver

#27908; 12 ga. 27" vent rib bbl w/INV chokes & 3" chamber. Gun has
fancy checkered perch bell stock & overall in very nice, lightly used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

21 Browning A-500G 12 ga Automatic

#A0A00451; 28 ga. 28" bbl. w/vent rib, removable chokes & silver
finished receiver. Gun is in  like new condition. 450.00 - 600.00

22 Tri Star 28 ga. Viper Semi Auto Shotgun

#100035768; 10 ga. w/3 1/2" chamber & 28" bbl. Gun has removable
Hasting choke tubes w/matte blue finish & some mixed scratches, marks
& light spots. Wood is good & gun is mechanically good, overall a nice
Ithaca Mag 10 w/desirable removable tubes. 650.00 - 800.00

23 Ithaca Mag 10 Shotgun w/Removable Choke Tubes

#133-78289; 375 H&H Magnum. 24" bbl w/iron sights & in very fine,
lightly used condition. 700.00 - 900.00

24 Ruger No. 1 in 375 H&H Magnum

#5222; 223 cal. 23" bbl. w/blued metal & checkered pistol grip stock.
Wood has few small scratches & marks, topped w/3-9x Leupold scope.
Overall in very fine, lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

25 T/C TCR87 Hunter in 223 cal w/Leupold Scope

#131-17071; 375 H&H. 24" bbl w/iron sights & additional rear peep. In
good used condition w/some wear on edge of receiver  & some small
marks in wood. Overall in good used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

26 Ruger No 1 Tropical In 375 H&H cal.

#5408; 7x57 Single shot break open action w/24" bbl. Features dbl set
triggers & checkered walnut stock Gun is in very nice, lightly used
condition & topped w/2-7x Redfield scope. 500.00 - 700.00

27 Thompson Center TCR87 Hunter Model in 7x57

#131-33936; 25-06. 24" heavy weight bbl. Gun is in nice, used condition
w/some small marks on wood & metal from handling. Includes scope
rings & overall a nice 25-06 Ruger No. 1. 650.00 - 850.00

28 Ruger No. 1 Rifle in 25-06

#65835; 308 cal. Mfg in 1958 3rd year production. Gun has strong original
blue & checkered walnut stock w/few spots around front site & left side of
receiver, otherwise in very nice, lightly handled condition. (77) 700.00 -
900.00

29 Pre 64 Winchester Model 88 LA 308 Rifle

#159422; 308 cal. std carbine config w/front bbl band. Mfg 1967 w/strong
original blue & nice walnut sock. (80) 600.00 - 800.00

30 Winchester Model 100 308 Carbine

#246-54889; 22 cal. w/custom Midway Match sporter 22" SS bbl, Hogue
rubberized stock & Nikon Pro Staff Rim Fire scope. Gun is in very nice,
lightly used condition. 300.00 - 500.00

31 Ruger 10-22 w/Midway Match bbl & Nikon Scope

LOT #

#694-30122; 223 cal. w/green composite stock, 3-12x Cabelas scope &
attached bi pod. In nice lightly used condition. 350.00 - 450.00

32 Ruger American 223 Scoped Rifle

#41133PP151; 12 ga. 32" vent rib bbl w/INV chokes. Gun retains good
original blue & checkered walnut stock is clean. A nice, lightly used
Magnum A5. 500.00 - 600.00

33 Browning A5 Magnum 12 Shotgun

#A111285; 9mm.  4.75" bbl. std config w/blue & parkerized metal,
checkered grips & Swiss crest. Gun is in very nice, used condition w/no
import marks & comes w/full flap Police or military style holster, in very
nice, used condition. 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

34 SIG Model P210-6 Pistol

#U398079; 9mm. 4 3/8" bbl w/blued finish & wood grips. In very nice,
lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

35 SIG P226 9mm Pistol

#85170; 22LR. 4" bbl w/flat latch, strong blue,  case colored trigger &
hammer. In very fine, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 600.00

36 Smith & Wesson Model 34-1 22LR Kit Revolver

#6K72202; 22LR. 5 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored trigger &
hammer. In very fine, lightly handled condition w/original box. 600.00 -
800.00

37 Smith & Wesson Model 17-3 22 cal Revolver

#7K7002; 357 Magnum. 6" bbl w/blued finish & case colored trigger &
hammer. In very fine, lightly handled condition w/original box. 700.00 -
900.00

38 Smith & Wesson Model 19-3 357 Mag Revolver

#645449; 22LR. 6" bbl w/blue finish, case colored trigger & hammer. Gun
is an early 5 screw model &  has some mixed scratches & marks.  In very
good condition for age & comes in after market  S&W box. 500.00 -
600.00

39 Early Smith & Wesson K22 Masterpiece Revolver

#M58408; 22LR. 2" bbl w/SS finish & gun is like new in box. 400.00 -
600.00

40 Smith & Wesson Model 34-1 SS 22 Revolver

#M22583; 22LR. 2" bbl w/blued finish & case colored trigger & hammer.
Gun is in very fine, lightly handled condition. 500.00 - 600.00

41 Smith & Wesson Model 34-1 22 cal Kit Revolver

#UCF8666; 45 ACP. 3" bbl. w/blued finish, skelotonized trigger & beaver
tail safety. Comes w/one extra mag in very nice lighlty handled condition.
500.00 - 700.00

42 Smith & Wesson Pro Series 1911 45 Pistol

#A288408; 9mm. Std config w/wood grips & good original blue. Gun has
steel slide & aluminum frame. In good used condition w/some mixed
marks. 500.00 - 600.00

43 Smith & Wesson Model 39-2 9mm Pistol
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#K372797; 45 ACP. std custom target config. w/blued finish & rubber
grips. In very fine, lightly handled condition. (3870) 700.00 - 900.00

44 Kimber Custom Target II 45 Pistol

#WB017739; 338-06. 25 1/2" SS fluted bbl w/muzzle break & composite
stock Gun is topped w/Nikon Buckmaster 4.5-14x scope. Rifle & scope
have some light scratches & marks from use, but overall in good used
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

45 Weatherby Mark V 338-06 Rifle w/Nikon Scope

#WB014968; 24" custom fluted 280 Ackley IMP bbl. w/composite
Weatherby stock, includes rings & bases. Overall in good condition.
600.00 - 800.00

46 Weatherby Mark V 280 Ackley IMP Rifle

#WB023780; 338-06.24" fluted bbl w/composite stock. Gun is in very
nice, lightly used condition.  Includes scope bases & tally rings. 650.00 -
850.00

47 Weatherby Mark V 338-06 Rifle

106 rounds of 210 GR Nosler factory new ammo
48 Lot of Weatherby 338-06 Ammo

Redding set of 338  dies; plus 220 count of Barnes MRX 185 GR MRX
Boattail

49 338-06 Dies & Bullets Lot

#B1424071; 22 cal. Std config w/checkered walnut stock & butt stock has
few marks & dents from use. Otherwise gun is in very fine, used
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

50 Remington Model 572 Fieldmaster 22 Pump

#702-91947; 17HRM w/all weather stock & in nice used condition.
Topped w/BSA Sweet 17 scope & scope has some tape residue,
otherwise in good overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00

51 Ruger 77/17 17HMR Rifle

Antique. #NSN; 16 ga w/29 3/8" bbls marked  H. FAJRE LE-PAGE A
PARIS in gold. Guns lock plates, hammers, upper & lower tang are all
decorated w/raised gold. Metal is browned & gun has been restocked
w/high condition walnut stock & bores are fair w/typical pitting. Bbls are
marked MFG GERMANY w/CAI import mark & 16 ga designation below.
Underside of bbls marked LEOPOLD-BERNARD GANONNIER A PARIS
w/French proofs. A nice example of a restored Le-Page dbl. 2,000.00 -
3,000.00

52 Le-Page Gold Decorated 16 ga. Dbl Bbl.

#400018; 12 ga.  w/34" ventilated ribbed bbl, good bore & good blued
finish. Fully engraved Grade 7 receiver features golden fowl, eagle & stag
head. Some case colors in protected areas, otherwise silver Gun has high
grade highly checkered stock & LOP approx. 14 1/4" & overall wood is
very nice. A very fine Ithaca 7E SBT. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

53 Ithaca 7E Single Bbl Trap Shotgun

#402548; 12 ga. 32" bbl. w/engraved case colored receiver & is
mechanically crisp. Gun has very nice high grade checkered walnut stock
w/LOP approx. 14 3/8. Overall in very fine restored condition. 1,500.00 -

54 Fine Ithaca 4E Single Bbl Trap Shotgun

LOT #
2,000.00

#404566; 12 ga. 32" bbl w/bright bore & good exterior blue. Engraved
case colored receiver marked McGRAW w/case colors in protected areas
otherwise fading silver. Mechanically gun is good & gun has newer stock
set w/raised cheek piece & LOP of approx. 14 1/2". Overall a nice 4E
Ithaca. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

55 Ithaca 4E Single Bbl Trap Shotgun

#258371; 12 ga. 29 1/2" bbl w/good bore & mechanically good. Blue to
grey bbl w/some spots & case colored engraved receiver is in good
condition & has case colors remaining in protected areas. Wood is fair
w/adj recoil pad added & large visible repairs to but stock. A good early
4E which could use some TLC. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

56 Early Ithaca 4E Single Bbl Trap Gun

all are 12 ga. #404201; shows 2 3/4" chamber, 30" IMP/MOD bbl & in
good condition.  The balance are pprox. 32" bbls & are in fair or
serviceable condition.

57 Lot of 4 Ithaca Knick or Flues Trap Bbls

#Z390807; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl w/3 1/2" chamber. Includes 2 additional
choke tubes & original box. Gun has some mixed marks from handling &
light use, otherwise in near new condition. 250.00 - 350.00

58 Benelli Super Nova 12 ga Pump w/3 1/2" Chamber

#AAE001881A; 12 ga. 28" bbl w/3 1/2" chamber. Gun is in new condition
w/Armorlokt technology. 400.00 - 500.00

59 New Remington Model 887 3 1/2" 12 ga Shotgun

#B212739; 22LR/20 ga 24" bbls w/blued finish & some mixed scratches
& marks on wood & metal. Topped w/Weaver 4x scope attached & has
oversized recoil pad. In good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

60 Savage Model 24D Combo Gun

#A1118489; 22 cal. 24" blued steel bbl w/checkered walnut stock,
3.5-10x scope attached. Gun is in very fine, lightly used condition. 400.00
- 500.00

61 Remington Model 541-T 22 Bolt Action Rifle

#6461911; 308 cal. 22" bbl. w/blued metal & checkered pistol grip stock.
Wood has some light scratches & marks from use. Gun is topped
w/Nikon Pro Staff 3-9x scope. Overall in fine, used condition. 500.00 -
700.00

62 Remington Model 700 308 cal Rifle w/Nikon Scope

#48767; 300 SAV. Std config w/shrouded bbl. Gun has strong original
blue w/some light marks. Wood is solid but has mixed scratches & marks
from use. Overall a fine Model 81 in desirable caliber. 400.00 - 500.00

63 Remington Model 81 300 SAV Woodsmaster Rifle

#174383; 22 cal. std. config & in nice used condition w/some light spots
at muzzle. RM261 200.00 - 300.00

64 Remington Model 121 22 Pump Fieldmaster

#47102; 35 REM. 24" bbl. w/blued metal & Williams receiver sight & in
very nice used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

65 Remington Model 141 35 cal Pump Rifle
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#NSN; 22 cal. std. config. w/Redfield receiver sight attached. Rear sight
is absent & gun has strong original blue w/some light marks in wood.
Overall a very clean Remington 22 Pump. 300.00 - 400.00

66 Remington Model 121 Fieldmaster 22 Pump

#63783; 35REM. Std config. Good original blue w/some light scratches &
spots. Wood is solid & gun is in overall nice used condition. 350.00 -
500.00

67 Remington Model 141 35 cal Pump Rifle

#307422; 16 ga. 2 3/4" chamber w/MOD choke & 28" solid ribbed bbl.
Gun has good original blue w/some light edge wear & wood is solid but
has some finish wearing off. Otherwise in very nice used condition.
400.00 - 600.00

68 Ithaca Model 37R 16 ga Shotgun

#NSN; 410 ga 26" bbl good bores & good origianl blue. Case colored
receiver & plain pistol grip stock. Mechanically gun is good & overall very
nice, lightly handled condition. 400.00 - 600.00

69 Stevens Model 311A 410 ga Dbl Bbl.

#NSN; 16 ga.  28" blued steel bbls w/bright bores & case colored receiver
w/pointer dog engraving. Mechanically gun is good &  checkered pistol
grip stock is good w/recoil pad added. A very nice 16 ga Stevens 5100
300.00 - 400.00

70 Stevens Model 5100 16 ga Dbl

#20111045; 375 WIN. 20" JM marked bbl. Good original blue w/some
small areas of wear. Butt stock appears to be new replacement, original
forearm is solid & gun has ghost site attached. A good example of a hard
to find Marlin Big Bore caliber. 500.00 - 700.00

71 Marlin Model 375 375 WIN cal. Rifle

#C5956; 22 cal. std config w/some rust on magazine tube & butt stock
has some previous water damage, overall in fair condition. RM268 250.00
- 350.00

72 Marlin Model 39A 22 cal Rifle

#2579949; 30-30. Std config. Good original blue w/some light spots &
wood is solid. Butt plate has rust, otherwise in good overall condition.
RM239 300.00 - 400.00

73 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine

#J43340; 30-30. Std config w/20" bbl, half magazine & Lyman rear
receiver sight. Gun has good original blue & overall is a nice clean, early
336 Marlin. 400.00 - 500.00

74 Early Marlin Model 336SC 30-30 LA Rifle

#4793367; 30-30. No 397 of 500 produced in 1979 for WI Game
Wardens. Gun has fancy engraved receiver, walnut stock & blued bbl. w/
some light tarnish spots on receiver & lever. Otherwise appears to be in
unused condition. 700.00 - 900.00

75 Winchester Game Warden Comm 1894 Carbine

#503-17183; 44 Magnum. Blued finish w/7 1/4" bbl. & wood grips. Gun is
in NIB condition w/original sleeve. 500.00 - 600.00

76 NIB Ruger Red Hawk 44 Mag Revolver

LOT #

#174-37152; 357 Mag. 6" bbl. SS finish w/rubber & wood grips. Gun is
NIB condition. 450.00 - 600.00

77 NIB Ruger GP100 357 Mag Revolver

#273-96186; 22 cal. 5 1/2" target bbl & target sights. Gun is NIB
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

78 NIB Ruger Mark III Target Pistol

#G222938; 22 cal. 7 1/2" bbl. w/blued finish & hard rubber grips. Gun is in
like new condition w/original box & paperwork. 600.00 - 700.00

79 NIB Colt New Frontier Buntline 22 cal Revolver

#268-30477; 22LR & 22 Mag cyl w/4 3/4' bbl & rosewood grip
commemorating 50 years of Single Six  1953-2003. Gun is in NIB
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

80 NIB Ruger New Model Single Six 22 50 Yr Pistol

#BR76986V; 25 ACP. Gun has few spots of finish loss on top of frame
but otherwise like new w/box. 150.00 - 250.00

81 Beretta Model 950BS 25 ACP Pistol

#DAA236930; 32 ACP. Gun is in NIB condition. 200.00 - 300.00
82 NIB Beretta Tom Cat 32 cal Pistol

#BES 95953U; 22 cal. Std config & in NIB condition. 150.00 - 250.00
83 Beretta Model 21A 22 cal Pistol NIB

#64-85967; 22LR & 22 Mag cylinder w/6 1/2" SS bbl marked "Made in
200th Year of American Liberty". Gun has wood grips & is in NIB
condition. 300.00 - 500.00

84 1976 Production Super Single Six SS Revolver

#64-65032; 22LR & 22 Mag cylinder w/SS 4 3/4" bbl. & marked "Made in
200th Year of American Liberty". Gun is NIB condition w/wood grips.
300.00 - 500.00

85 Ruger Super Single Six SS 1976 Revolver

#97033449; 444 Marlin. 22" bbl. w/blued metal & checkered pistol grip
stock. Gun has see through mounts & sling. Metal has some scratches,
otherwise in like new condition. 400.00 - 600.00

86 Marlin 444 cal Lever Action Rifle

#1319428; 30WCF. Std config. In very fine condition as refinished. Some
bbl markings are light. Mechanically good & gun has clean bore w/very
nice wood. 600.00 - 800.00

87 Winchester Model 64 30WCF Rifle

#91045867; 45-70 cal. 18" bbl w/blued metal & checkered straight grip
walnut stock. Gun appears to be in like new condition. 500.00 - 700.00

88 Marlin Model 1895G 45-70 Guide Gun

#60364555; 45 Colt. 16" bbl. w/blued finish, saddle ring frame & cross
bolt safety. Gun is in very nice, like new condition. 500.00 - 650.00

89 Winchester Model 94AE 45 Colt SRC Trapper

#24164103; 30-30. Std config. Gun has 4x scope attached & in good
condition w/few mixed marks from use. 300.00 - 400.00

90 Marlin Model 336 30-30 Carbine
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#4334128; 30-30. Std config. & in like new condition. 350.00 - 450.00
91 Like New Winchester 94 30-30 Carbine

#AC10583; 35 cal. 20" bbl. w/strong original blue & plain walnut stock.
Topped w/3-9x scope, in very good original condition. 300.00 - 400.00

92 Marlin Model 336 35 cal. LA Rifle

#2584397; 30-30. std. carbine config w/good original blue & light edge
ware w/some spots. Metal butt plate has some rust from storage & overall
in good used condition. RM194 300.00 - 400.00

93 Winchester Model 94 30-30 Carbine

#26116219; 30-30. Gun is in nice refinished condition & most bbl
markings are no longer visible. 200.00 - 300.00

94 Marlin Model 336 30-30 Lever Action

#82148; 30-30. w/oct bbl in std config. In very fine, lightly handled
condition, absent box. 400.00 - 500.00

95 Winchester Canadian Centennial LA Rifle

#PN19358; 7mm Mag. 24" bbl. w/blued steel & fancy checkered walnut
stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

96 Smith & Wesson Model 1500 7mm Mag Rifle

#V78906; 22-250 cal. 24" bbl. w/blued finish & std. fancy Weatherby
stock. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

97 Weatherby Vanguard 22-250 Rifle

#C6554048; 25-06. 24" blued bbl. w/camo deposit stock & in very good
used condition w/scope rings & bases. 400.00 - 500.00

98 Remington Model 700 25-06 Rifle

#28221NT317; 375 H&H Magnum.  24" bbl w/B.O.S.S. system. Good
original blue & stock has numerous scratches & marks from use. Gun
comes w/quick detachable scope rings & bases. A good 375 cal cal
Browning. 700.00 - 900.00

99 Browning A-Bolt Medallion 375 H&H Magnum

#787-72401; 338 WIN Mag. 24" bbl. & laminate stock w/Ruger rings. Bbl
& stock have light scratches from use, but overall in good used condition.
650.00 - 850.00

100 Ruger M77 SS Mark II in 338 WIN Mag

#B6859444; 280 cal. 22" bbl w/blued metal, checkered walnut stock
ebony cap & raised cheek piece. Gun has a few mixed scratches from
use, but overall good condition w/Simmons 3-9x scope. 500.00 - 700.00

101 Remington Model 700CDL 280 cal Rifle w/Scope

#790-55113; 223 REM. 26" matte SS bbl & oversized laminate varmit
hunters stock. In very nice lightly used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

102 Ruger M77 Mark II 223 cal. Varmit Rifle

#1647; 7mm. 24" bbl. & blued metal w/fancy checkered walnut pistol grip
stock & cheek rest. Gun is topped w/Weaver V9-II rifle scope w/clear
optics. In very fine, lightly handled condition & these guns were mfg.
1968-1978 & mfg w/medium/heavy Douglas XX bbl. Ranger Aems Co of
Gainseville TX assembled approx. 4,000 custom rifles for 10 year period.
A nice example of an early custom bolt action high power rifle. 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

103 Ranger Arms "Texas Magnum 7mm Mag" Rifle

LOT #

#702-39192; 22 Magnum. Matte SS finish ,24" bbl & laminate stock. Gun
is in nice lightly used condition w/4-16x Tasco scope. 500.00 - 700.00

104 Ruger All Weather 77/22 22 Magnum w/Scope

#0208; 5.45x39 cal. 23 1/2" carbon fiber wrapped bbl. topped w/Ziess
scope, detachable box magazine & gun is import marked on bottom bbl
near muzzle. Overall gun is in very fine, lightly used condition. Approx.
600 of these were imported into the United States following the collapse
of the Cold War. A great example of a Communist Block Sniper Border
Guard Sniper Rifle. Scope base is serial numbered to match gun.
3,000.00 - 5,000.00

105 Rare East German SSG-82 Police Sniper Rifle

#572-98232; 357 Mag. SS finish w/rubber grips. Gun is NIB condition.
400.00 - 500.00

106 Ruger SP101 357 Magnum Revolver w/2 1/4" bbl

#51EZW02816; 22 cal. 1911 style & like new condition in box. 300.00 -
400.00

107 Browning 1911-22 Pistol

#663-27246; 45 ACP. 4" bbl w/SS slide & black composite grip. Gun is
NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

108 NIB Ruger P97DC 45 ACP Pistol

#314-00366; 9mm.  Blued slide, composite grips & gun is NIB condition.
400.00 - 500.00

109 NIB Ruger P95DC 9mm Pistol

#006694; 25 ACP. SS finish w/MOP grips & Bauer case. Gun is in like
new condition. 150.00 - 250.00

110 Bauer 25 ACP Pocket Pistol

#61281CC; 22 short. Std config w/wood grips. Gun is in nice, lightly
handled condition w/original box. 200.00 - 300.00

111 Colt Junior 22 Short Pistol w/Box

#917922; 38 spec, 6" bbl. w/blued metal, target sights, target hammer &
trigger & wood grips. Gun has nice original blue w/some small marks.
500.00 - 700.00

112 Colt Officers Model Match 38 Spec Revolver

#44608; 22LR. 6" bbl. w/blued finish & gun has edge wear w/grey on front
& back strap. Mechanically gun is good & is a nice Official Police 22
Revolver. 400.00 - 500.00

113 Colt Official Police 22 cal Revolver

#8846; 25ACP. Std config w/strong original blue, light edge ware, clean
magazine & good grips. Circa 1912-1916. (2711) 400.00 - 600.00

114 H&R Self Loading 25ACP Pistol

#16262; 22 cal. Std config. w/break action, rotating firing pin, wooden
grips, blue to brown patina & overall a good example of a scarce early
Mossberg pistol. (1237) 400.00 - 600.00

115 Mossberg "Brownie" 4 Bbl Derringer

#N398903: 45 ACP. Parkerized finish w/wood grips, original box & 1
additional magazines. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 -
500.00

116 Springfield Armory Model 1911A1 45 Pistol
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#RFP499; 40 cal. 4" bbl. std config. in like new condition & includes 2
extra mags, grips & 357 cal. bbl. 400.00 - 500.00

117 Glock Model 23 GEN 4 40 cal Pistol

#GGG527; 40 cal. w/4" ported bbl. & has Glock tactical light attached.
Gun comes w/2 additional magazine & original box, in like new condition.
400.00 - 500.00

118 NIB Glock Model 23C 40 cal Pistol

#C295; 357 Mag. 5 1/2" blued bbl case colored frame & silver grip strap
In very fine, lightly handled condition w/box. 450.00 - 600.00

119 Hammerli Virginian 357 Mag SA

#04980ZW253; 22 Magnum. Std T Bolt config.  w/blued bbl & checkered
stock. Gun is topped w/Cabelas 3-9x scope & comes w/original box.
500.00 - 700.00

120 Browning T-Bolt 22 Mag Rifle

#720-58155; 22 Hornet. Matte SS finish w/laminate stock & is NIB.
Includes original Ruger rings in box. 500.00 - 600.00

121 NIB Ruger 77/22 All Weather 22 Hornet

#239-85691; 22 cal. SS finish w/full length laminate Mannlicher stock.
Gun is NIB & forearm tip is with rifle but missing screw. 400.00 - 500.00

122 NIB Ruger 10-22 International w/Laminate Stock

#786-40864; 308 cal. Blued steel metal, checkered walnut stock & std
config. Gun is NIB condition & original Ruger rings included . 400.00 -
500.00

123 NIB Ruger M77 Mark II 308 cal. Rifle

#825-24945; 22 cal. Gun is in new condition w/full length international
wood basket weave carving. 350.00 - 450.00

124 NIB Ruger 10-22 w/Mannlicher Basket Weave Stock

#786-35423; 338 WIN Mag. 24" blued steel bbl, checkered walnut stock
& gun is NIB condition, gun absent factory scope rings. 500.00 - 600.00

125 NIB Ruger M77 Mark II 338 WIN Mag

#196-54053; 223 cal. Matte SS metal & walnut stock. Std config & gun is
NIB condition. 500.00 - 700.00

126 NIB Ruger 223 Ranch Rifle

#358-44897; 22 cal. Semi auto w/blued finish & checkered colored
laminate stock. Gun is NIB. 250.00 - 350.00

127 NIB Ruger 10-22 w/Laminate Stock

#788-24347; 243 cal. SS finish w/composite stock & gun is NIB condition.
Original Ruger rings included in box. 400.00 - 500.00

128 NIB Ruger M77 Mark II 243 cal Rifle

#11HZT12612; 20 ga. 26" bbl. w/INV chokes & Muddy Girl Camo. Gun is
NIB & comes w/choke tubes & additional fiber optic sights. 750.00 -
1,000.00

129 NIB Winchester Super XIII 20 ga in Muddy Girl Camo

#18951; 12 ga. 26" vent rib bbl & SKEET choke. Gun has engraved
receiver & fancy checkered walnut stock. Gun is NIB. 600.00 - 800.00

130 NIB Winchester Super X Model 1 Skeet Gun

LOT #

#0003-39405; 22 cal. SS finish w/checkered walnut stock & is in NIB
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

131 SS Ruger 10-22 Rifle

#358-15407; 22 cal. w/French walnut checkered stock. Gun is NIB
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

132 Ruger 10-22 w/French Walnut Stock

#355-26960; 22 cal. SS metal & checkered walnut stock Gun is in like
new condition w/box. 250.00 - 350.00

133 Ruger SS 10-22 Rifle

#06149NWC13; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/INV chokes, ribbed & ported, blued
bbls. Gun has silver finished engraved receiver, single selective trigger &
ejector. Gun appears to be in like new condition & comes in Browning
luggage case & includes additional choke tube, wrench & triggers.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

134 Browning Model 325 Grade I Sporting Clays O/U

#GOLD-1169; 22 cal. SS finish take down w/blue stock. Gun comes w/
Take Down USA shooting case & 1 additional BX-25 Ruger magazine.
Gun is in like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00

135 Ruger USA Shooting Team 10-22 Take Down Rifle

#S6220; 223 cal. Matte SS finish & composite stock set w/Leupold ER
scope. Includes nylon shoulder holster & is in nice used condition. 450.00
- 600.00

136 Thompson Center Super 14 Contender Pistol

#225133; comes w/ attached  7mm T/CU 10" bbl w/iron sights & 10" 45
Colt cal bbl. w/ported break & iron sights. Gun has some light scratches &
marks overall but good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

137 TC Contender Pistol & Bbl Set

#26362; comes w/8" 45 Colt bbl. & 8" 44 Mag bbl. Also includes the wad
separator & wrench. In good used condition w/some marks from use.
400.00 - 600.00

138 Thompson Center Contender 2 Bbl Pistol Set

#70336; comes w/3 different bbl assemblies & oct bbls w/wad strippers.
Each bbl measures 10"in  45 Colt, 357 Mag & the 44 Mag has scope
bases attached. Gun has rubber pachmayr grips & the frame has some
rust & spots in areas, but overall in good used condition. 500.00 - 650.00

139 TC Contender w/45 Colt,  357 Mag & 44 Mag bbls

#6955508; 204 Ruger. 22" heavy bbl. Metal & stock are camo finish
w/accu trigger. Gun is in new condition. 400.00 - 500.00

140 New Savage Model 10 204 Ruger Rifle

#J404024; 7mm-08. Gun has camo composite stock & 3-9x scope. NIB
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

141 NIB Savage 7mm-08 Axis Rifle

#02048; 17HMR. Semi auto w/black synthetic stock, box magazine &
integral top rail. Gun has additional magazine & is in like new condition.
500.00 - 750.00

142 Steyr Scout RFR 17HMR Rifle
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#01489; 22 cal. Semi Auto w/box magazine, black synthetic stock &
integral top rail. Gun is like new in box w/additional magazine. 500.00 -
750.00

143 Steyr Scout RFR 22 cal Rifle

#73624; 30-30. 20" oct bbl. w/gold receiver & in like new in original box,
absent sleeve. 450.00 - 600.00

144 Winchester Centennial SRC Commemorative

#17125; 30-30. 26" bbl. w/blued metal & gold receiver. Gun is in like new
condition, absent box. 450.00 - 600.00

145 Winchester Centennial 66 Comm. Rifle

in very nice lightly used condition.
146 Leupold VXIII 2.5-8x Scope

Matte black finish, Adj. obj. Tactical. In good used condition w/box
147 Leupold VXIII 4.5-14x Scope

Black gloss finish w/heavy style reticle, in fine used condition w/Butler
Creek scope caps.

148 Leupold M8-6x42 Rifle Scope

Silver finish rifle scope. NIB condition.
149 NIB Weaver Classic 2.5-7x Rimfire Scope

Gloss finish & is in nice used condition
150 Leupold Vari XII 4.5-14x Scope

Camo finish & in like new condition in box.
151 Nikon Coyote Special 4.5-14x40 SF Max-1 BDC Scope

matte finish & in good used condition.
152 Leupold VXIII 4.5-14x Long Range Rifle Scope

matte finish w/standard cross hairs & in good used condition w/some light
ring marks.

153 Leupold Vari XIII 3.5-10x Scope

Glossy black finish w/fine cross hairs & center do, in good used condition.
154 Leupold Vari XIII 6.5-20x Scope

glossy finish w/standard cross hairs & in nice, used condition.
155 Leupold Vari XIII 3.5-10x Scope

Glossy black finish w/clear optics. In good used condition w/some small
scratches or marks.

156 Leupold Vari XIII 3.5-10x Scope

in very nice, lightly used condition.
157 Leupold Rifleman Series 2-7x Scope

Weaver Pro Classic 3-9x glossy finish & Weaver Pro Classic 2-10x matte
finish scopes. Both in good used condition.

158 Pair of Weaver Scopes

Mil-Dot BDC Reticle
159 Leatherwood Hi Lux 6-24x44 Scope NIB

Mil-Dot BDC Reticle
160 Leatherwood Hi Lux 4-16x44 Scope NIB

LOT #

#662-17799; 45 ACP. Matte SS finish & gun is NIB. 400.00 - 500.00
161 NIB Ruger P90 45 ACP Semi Auto Pistol

#663-12930; 45 ACP. Std config. Matte SS finish w/black composite
frame. Gun is NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00

162 NIB Ruger P97DC 45 ACP Pistol

Non-gun. Upper slide for Model 92 Beretta & includes: bbl., magazine &
spring reduce 9mm to 22LR. (3505) 300.00 - 400.00

163 NIB Beretta Model 92 22 Conversion Kit

#266777-C; 45ACP. Blued finish w/ knurled front strap & MOP grips. Gun
is in nice refinished condition. Mfg in 1954. 800.00 - 1,000.00

164 Commercial Colt 1911 45 Pistol

#934130; 38 Spec. 6" bbl blue to grey metal w/mixed spots &
mechanically good. Grips are solid w/scratches & marks. 400.00 - 500.00

165 Colt Officers Model Match 38 Spec Revolver

#S112012; 357 cal. 4" bbl. w/good original blue & case colored trigger &
hammer. A good early production Highway Patrolman w/4" bbl. 700.00 -
900.00

166 Smith & Wesson Highway Patrol 357 Revolver

#73018; 357 cal. 4" bbl. Mechanically good & gun has holster wear
w/small mixed marks & pachmayr grips. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

167 Colt Python 357 Revolver

#135449; 22 cal.  std config. Gun is like new in box. 400.00 - 600.00
168 Walther PPK/S 22 Pistol

#V129655; 38 cal. 4" bbl w/parkerized finish & case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun is in nice used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

169 Smith & Wesson Victory Model 38 cal Revolver

#8K25588; 22 cal. 4" bbl. Gun has Hogue Mono grips, & overall is in very
fine used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

170 Smith & Wesson Model 18-3 22 cal Revolver

#245PZ71170; 9mm. Gun has gold trigger & matte SS finish w/pachmayr
grips. Overall in nice used condition w/some marks from handling & use.
500.00 - 600.00

171 Belgium Browning High Power Pistol

#4784; 50 BMG. Single shot bolt action rifle includes bipod & scope. Gun
is NIB condition & includes original packaging & manual. (2069) 4,000.00
- 6,000.00

172 Barrett Model 99A1 in 50 BMG

173 80 rds of 50BMG Surplus Ammo

#5274; Single shot bolt action rifle chambered in 416 Barrett. Includes
bipod & Bushnell Elite 3200 scope. Gun is new & unfired, comes w/hard
Pelican case & original packaging & paperwork. (2077) 4,000.00 -
5,000.00

174 Barrett Model 99 in 416 Barrett cal.

175 80 rds of 416 Barrett Factory Ammo
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176 80 rds of 416 Barrett Factory Ammo

#AI000275; 5.56 cal. w/Magpul 4 position butt stock, quad rail, iron sights
& M6X laser sight & Trijicon ACOG scope. Includes 6 Magpul magazines,
a backpack style soft case & aluminum hard case. Gun is in very fine,
lightly handled condition. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

177 Daniel Defense M4 Carbine w/Trijicon ACOG Scope

Comes in hard case & serial #19050. Appears to be in very nice, lightly
used condition,comes w/small accessories & manual.

178 Israeli made AIM-1/MLR Laser Aiming Light

#XL01553; mfg in Salt Lake City Utah. This model is XCR-L w/unique
operating style which combines features AR & AK weapon systems.
Comes w/ 17.5"  7.62x39 bbl & 17" 5.56 NATO bbl. 5.56 bbls shows
some light spots &/or corrosion from storage. In good used condition &
features side folding stock, quad rail system, flip up iron sights & topped
w/Leupold Mark 4 CQ/T 1-3X scope. Gun is in good used condition &
includes VooDoo tactical case, 2 AR mags & 1 7.62x39 mag. Also
includes manual & 5.56mm bolt for conversion. A nice example of a high
end advanced rifle system. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

179 Robinson Armament XCR Light Modular Rifle System

#510928; Group Industries Uzi & comes w/9mm & 45ACP bbl, instruction
manual, wood & folding butt stock w/2 9mm & 2 45 magazines. Overall in
good used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,200.00

180 Group Industries Semi Auto Uzi Carbine w/9mm & 45

#16263; 45ACP. 19" compensated bbl w/fins & walnut stock set, In very
fine lightly handled condition & includes 2 50 round drums & 3 stick
magazines in FBI style luggag case. (2332) 1,500.00 - 1,750.00

181 Auto Ordnance 1927 A1 Deluxe Thompson w/case

Non-gun. #3146; std config, good bore & original blue w/some mixed
spots & marks on bbl from service & use. Butt stock may be a
replacement & mechanically good. Comes w/2 S&W empty Riot Agent
tubes. 400.00 - 600.00

182 H&R 37mm Tear Gas Gun

Non-gun & includes 12" bbl w/muzzle break, bayonet lug & bolt. In good
used condition.

183 9mm AR Upper Assembly

Non-gun & includes 12" bbl w/muzzle break, bayonet lug & ,tactical
flashlight  bolt. In good used condition w/some visible wear on receiver.

184 9mm AR Upper Assembly w/Tactical Flashlight

#121452; 5.56 cal. Multi caliber receiver w/Punisher markings & 17" bbl.
Gun has full upper rail, iron sights, magpul, collapsible butt stock , free
float YHM handgaurd & is in like new condition. 600.00 - 800.00

185 Spikes Tactical AR Carbine Model ST15

#SX08867; 5.56 cal. Gun takes AR style magazines & has 4 position
synthetic butt stock. Comes in own soft case & in very fine lightly used
condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

186 Beretta ARX100 5.56 mm Carbine

LOT #

Non-gun. 18" bbl w/flash hider & removable top handle. Comes w/handle
no bolt & is in new condition.

187 New AR 15 Upper in 5.56 cal.

Non-gun. 5.56 cal. w/HBAR 18" bbl., includes hand guard, built in carry
handle & no bolt. In good used condition, bbl has some spots & marks
from use.

188 AR15 Upper Assembly

Non-gun. 223 cal. w/18" bbl, flash hider quad rail, flat top & no bolt. In
good used condition.

189 S&W Military & Police Upper

#CT012653; 223 cal. Carbin fiber receiver w/penscil thin bbl & flash hider.
Gun has Redfield 2-7x scope & in good used condition. 400.00 - 600.00

190 Bushmaster Carbin 15 AR Rifle

2- 1,080 count spam cans
191 2,160  count of 5.45x39 Surplus Ammo

In good used condition w/tripod
192 Winchester 20-60x Spotting Scope & Case

#DRN00456; 30-06. Grand European Model of the Express Rifle  w/O/U
bbls. 23 1/2" in length. Bbls are blued & has bright bores, iron sites &
claw style scope mounts, engraved satin finished receiver w/pistol grip &
raised cheek piece. Comes w/scope rings & sling swivels. Gun is in very
fine, like new condition in a Winchester luggage case. Mfg only in 1984 &
1985. (170) 4,000.00 - 6,000.00

193 Rare Winchester Express Grand European 30-06 Rifle

#1996; 12 ga. Mfg in 1934. 26" bbls. w/bright bores & marked MOD &
CYL. Good original blue on exterior w/some light spots, edge ware &
mixed marks from use. Gun has checkered pistol grip stock & edge wear
on receiver &  trigger guard worn spotted silver. LOP is 14" to the hard
plastic Winchester pad. Wood is original & in good condition for age. Gun
has dbl triggers & extractors. Gun comes in Winchester luggage style
case & overall a good original Model 21 Pre War dbl. (183) 3,500.00 -
5,000.00

194 Pre War Winchester Model 21 12 ga Dbl Bbl

#PWK202373; 20 ga. 28" vent rib bbls marked FULL/MOD. Bores are
bright & gun has excellent original blue, engraved satin receiver, single
selective trigger & ejectors w/14 1/8" LOP & stock is perch belly
checkered pistol grip & beaver tail forearm. Gun includes original box &
luggage style case. Circa 1983. (175) 2,500.00 - 3,000.00

195 New Winchester Model 23 XTR 20 ga Pigeon Grade Dbl

#HD-189E; 12 ga. 30" bbls both marked DUCK FULL w/bright bores &
solid rib. Gun has blued finish & bottom of receiver is marked HEAVY
DUCK as well bbl rib w/single selective trigger, ejectors, beaver tail
forend, checkered pistol grip stock & Winchester butt pad. LOP is 14".
Includes original hang tag, box & Winchester luggage case. In fine, like
new condition. Gun is No189 of 500 mfg in 1984. (172) 3,000.00 -
4,000.00

196 Rare Winchester Model 23 Heavy Duck Dbl Bbl
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#PWK202523; 20 ga. 28" bbls. FULL/MOD choke. w/ventilated rib Silver
finished engraved receiver, single selective trigger, ejectors & checkered
pistol grip stock w/beavertail forearm. Gun is in very fine lightly used
condition, receiver does have some spots from storage, otherwise action
is crisp & gun is a fine Pigeon Grade Model 23. 1,750.00 - 2,500.00

197 Winchester Model 23 XTR 20 ga. Pigeon Grade Dbl

#PWK002152; 12 ga. 28" FULL/MOD bbls. w/3" chambers & ventilated
rib. Engraved silver receiver w/single selective trigger, ejectors &
checkered pistol grip stock w/beaver tail forearm. Guns appears to have
small chip which has been repaired left side of upper tang otherwise is in
very lightly used condition w/original box. 1,500.00 - 2,250.00

198 Winchester Model 23 XTR Pigeon Grade Double NIB

#CL410-401E; 410 ga. 26" vent rib bbls FULL & MOD. Bores are bright
w/strong original blue exterior. Engraved blued receiver w/golden Quail &
single selective trigger & ejectors. Gun has beaver tail forearm w/ebony
cap & checkered pistol grip butt & Winchester pad. LOP is 14 1/2". In
very fine, lightly used or handled condition w/Winchester luggage case.
Circa 1978-1987. (171) 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

199 Winchester Model 23 XTR Golden Quail 410 Dbl Bbl

#K548335E; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbls w/WIN choke system. Bbls are blue
w/satin finished engraved receiver. Gun has adj. single selective trigger &
ejectors w/checkered pistol grip stock. Comes in Winchester luggage
case & is in very fine, lightly handled condition. Circa 1998. (173)
1,500.00 - 2,500.00

200 Winchester Model 5500 Sporter O/U

#PK266433; 20 ga. 27" bbls. marked SKEET/SKEET. Bores are birgt &
bbls have strong original blue w/silver engraved receiver & std. single
selective trigger & ejectors. Gun has checkered walnut stock & is
mechanically crisp in very fine lightly handled condition. Comes in custom
leather & canvas style luggage case. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

201 Winchester Model 101 Pigeon Grade SKEET 20 ga O/U

#K548629E; 12 ga & comes w/30" &28" bbl sets, both are ported w/WIN
choke tubes. Gun is in good used condition w/some edge wear on bbls,
scratches & mixed marks on ribs from use.  has engraved satin finished
receiver & has adj single selective trigger. Wood is solid w/scratches &
marks from use. Comes w/choke tubes, wrench & luggage style case.
(174) 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

202 Winchester Model 6500 12 ga Sporter Set

#161CS01537; 20 ga. 2 3/4" chamber w/FULL choke,  27 1/2" bbl. &
silver finished fully engraved receiver marked Romaniville B above safety.
Mfg in Belgium by FN. High grade fancy checkered walnut stock w/few
small handling marks. Gun comes in Browning Custom Shop case & is a
beautiful limited edition High Grade Browning A5. 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

203 Ltd Ed. Browning A5 20 ga Shotgun

in nice refinished condition & stands approx. 21" tall & 32" in length. A
nice vintage clay thrower.

204 Remington Arms Xpert Trap Mechanical Thrower

LOT #

Black Powder. Bbls are approx. 32 1/2" & are approx. 6ga. w/bores
measuring 7 1/8" inside diameter. The rib between bbls is approx 1" wide
marked LONDON FINE TWIST w/silver inlaid hunting scene. Locks are
Hollis & Sheath marked & wooden stock is dbl keyed w/period
reinforcement at wrist. Gun has metal butt plate & wood has some other
various chip &  repairs, otherwise gun is in good solid condition for age.
Weighs approx 14 lbs. (458) 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

205 Hollis & Sheath 6 ga(?) Perc. Dbl Bbl Punt Gun

Original paint w/DC Sanford weight. A nice vintage decoy.
206 Wild Fowler Drake Mallard Wooden Decoy

Measures approx 15" overall w/original paint & head may be repaired. A
good looking, vintage bird.

207 Stevens East Coast Blue Bill Decoy

Body is stamped w/Rig initials WGG & measures approx. 11" overall & in
good overall condition.

208 Susquehanna Canvas Back Decoy

signed & decorated calls w/original boxes. Mallard call includes 1 extra
mouthpiece.

209 Scobey Duck & Goose Call

#1605257; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke factory vent rib bbl. Gun has fully
engraved receiver w/hunting dog & game scenes on both sides. Initials
JML on trigger guard & wood is good w/adj recoil pad, raised comb & LOP
is approx. 14" Mechanically gun is good & has strong original blue
w/attractive engraving & raised releaf fowl. A fine Winchester Model 12.
2,500.00 - 5,000.00

210 Custom Engraved Winchester 12 Vent Rib Shotgun

#709212; 38 spec. Std. config. w/fine original blue & case colored trigger
& hammer. In like new condition w/original box & set of after market wood
grips. In very fine, like new condition. 450.00 - 600.00

211 Smith & Wesson Model 36 Chiefs Spec Revolver

#1K79428; 22LR. 4" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored trigger & hammer.
In like new condition w/original box. 450.00 - 600.00

212 Smith & Wesson Model 18-3 22 cal Revolver

#M37064; 22 cal. 4" blued bbl w/case colored trigger & hammer. In very
nice lightly handled condition w/original box. 400.00 - 600.00

213 Smith & Wesson 34-1 22 cal Kit Revolver

#8K4885; 22 cal. 4" bbl w/blued finish, case colored trigger & hammer. In
like new condition, comes in original box. 400.00 - 600.00

214 Smith & Wesson Model 18-3 22 cal Revolver

#K101804; 22LR. 6" bbl. Metal is blued w/case colored trigger & hammer.
& checkered wood grips. Gun is in very fine original condition & includes
gold & blue S&W box. 700.00 - 900.00

215 Smith & Wesson K22 Masterpiece Revolver

#248712; 22 cal. 24" bbl marked 22 L. RIFLE FOR SHOT ONLY
w/grooved receiver & in excellent original condition. Mfg in 1957. (55)
3,500.00 - 4,500.00

216 Rare Winchester Model 61 w/Smooth Bore Bbl
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#37414; 22 WRF. Mfg in 1939. 24" oct. bbl. & gun retains excellent
original blue w/crisp markings & fine walnut stock. (47) 2,000.00 -
3,000.00

217 Winchester Model 61 w/oct bbl 22WRF

#295024; 22 Magnum. 24" round bbl w/strong original blue & grooved
receiver. Gun has light edge wear w/few small scratches & marks. wood
is clean w/some small marks, but overall a fine 22 Magnum Model 61.
Mfg. only from1960-1963. (2493) 1,750.00 - 2,250.00

218 Winchester Model 61 22 Magnum w/Grooved Receiver

#45981; 22 cal. 1940 production w/24" round bbl S.L.or L.R. Gun has
strong original blue w/some edge wear & small marks on wood & metal.
Overall a very clean Pre War Model 61 Pump. (49) 650.00 - 800.00

219 Pre War Winchester Model 61 22 Pump

#291043; 22 cal. std config w/grooved receiver. Gun has strong original
blue, sling swivels & clean walnut stock. (50) 600.00 - 850.00

220 Winchester Model 61 Pump Rifle w/Grooved Receiver

#287658; 22 cal. 23" round bbl. 1952 production. Strong original blue
finish w/very clean walnut stock. (53) 500.00 - 700.00

221 Winchester Model 62A 22 Pump Rifle

#NSN; 22 cal. std config. w/rear adj peep sight. Excellent original blue,
bore & stock. (138) 300.00 - 500.00

222 Winchester Model 69A 22 cal Rifle w/Target Sight

#NSN; 22 cal. std config w/rear peep sight. Excellent original blue, bore &
stock. (143) 300.00 - 500.00

223 Winchester Model 68 22 cal Rifle

#NSN; 22 cal. std. config. Bolt action w/tube mag & mfg in Canada. Gun
is in like new condition w/box & manuals. 300.00 - 500.00

224 Winchester Model 600 Cooey 22 NIB Rifle

#NSN; 22 cal. 24" smooth bore bbl marked FOR SHOT ONLY. Gun has
dbl beaded bbl, bright bore, strong blue & good original wood stock  A fine
smooth bore Winchester & this model has target bored bbl for 22LR shot
cartridges. (149) 1,200.00 - 1,500.00

225 Winchester 67 Miniature Target Rifle(Shot Only)

#NSN; 22 cal. w/smooth bore marked 27" bbl. Gun has strong blue &
very nice walnut stock. Winchester proof on bbl top is weak, but an
attractive smooth bore Winchester 22. (148). 500.00 - 750.00

226 Rare Winchester Model 67 Smooth Bore 22 Rifle

#NSN; 22 cal. Single shot w/25" bbl. & strong original blue. Plain walnut
stock is clean w/few small handling marks. Mfg from 1948-1954 w/approx
43,000 mfg. (141) 400.00 - 600.00

227 Rare Winchester Model 47 22 Bolt Action Rifle

#5162; 22 cal. std semi auto w/detachable magazine. Strong original
blue,clean walnut stock & in very fine overall condition. (120) 300.00 -
500.00

228 Winchester Model 72A Bolt Action Rifle

LOT #

#NSN; 22 cal std config w/strong original blue, 10 round magazine &
walnut stock is clean. Gun has some spots near muzzle, but overall a
nice original Model 69A. (136) 300.00 - 400.00

229 Winchester Model 69A 22 cal Rifle

#NSN; 22 cal. 27" bbl. w/bright bore & strong original blue. Gun has
original finger groove stock w/some scratches, but overall in very good
condition. (153) 300.00 - 400.00

230 Fine Winchester Model 60A 22 Rifle

#36087A; 218 BEE. 24" bbl. w/strong original blue & receiver is drilled for
scope mounts. Stock is clean & overall a nice Model 43. (155) 500.00 -
700.00

231 Winchester Model 43 218 BEE Bolt Action Rifle

#49473; 22LR. 28" bbl. Gun has strong original blue  w/Redfield receiver
sight & hooded front. Overall in very nice, used condition. (75) 450.00 -
650.00

232 Winchester Model 75 22 cal Target Rifle

#181446-C; 22 cal. 6 1/2" bbl w/wood grips. Gun has some wear on grip
edges, but overall a good clean Huntsman pistol. 400.00 - 500.00

233 Colt Huntsman 22 Automatic Pistol

#ML22395; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. Gun has strong original blue, checkered
wood grips & is in overall nice, lightly used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

234 High Standard Victor 22 cal Target Pistol

#1802035; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. w/good blued finish target sights, target
grips & in nice used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

235 High Standard Supermatic Trophy Pistol

#2075029; 22 cal. 6" squared bbl. w/blued finish & left side of bbl marked
R.G. Curtis. Gun has BO-MAR sight system along w/AIMPOINT 2000
scope attached. Overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

236 High Standard Model 107 Military Supermatic Trophy

#2233435; 22 cal. Gun has a Model 107 Military frame & 7 1/4" fluted
target bbl w/target grips. In good used condition, absent magazine. 450.00
- 550.00

237 High Standard Supermatic Trophy Target Pistol

#2498880; 22 cal. 7 1/4" fluted bbl. w/target sights & target grips w/some
light used condition w/some light marks. 400.00 - 600.00

238 High Standard 22 cal Target Pistol

#173805; 22 cal  4 1/2" bbl. Original blue fading on edges w/some mixed
spots & grips are good. Gun is in good used condition. 300.00 - 500.00

239 Hi Standard Model H-D 22 Pistol

#26471U; 357 Mag. 6" bbl. w/matte SS finish & rubber Colt grips &
holster. Gun is in good used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

240 Colt Trooper MKIII 357 Mag Revolver

#7503219; 221 RERM Fireball. Std. config. Topped w/Leupold 4x ER
scope. Overall in very nice, lightly used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

241 Remington Model XP100 in 221 Fireball
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#650803; 22 cal. Nickel finished receiver w/blued bbl. Gun has plain
pistol grip stock & fancy forearm pump. Bore is bright & wood has a few
pressure dents from handling w/original butt plate & screws. Gun may
have been professionally touched up but overall an 06 Expert which
would be difficult to improve upon. 1927 production. (45) 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

242 Fine Winchester 06 Expert 22 Pump Rifle

#692216; 22 LR. Mfg in 1926. Gun has oct bbl. & bbl has strong original
blue, receiver is fading to somewhat brown patina. Mechanically gun is
crisp, has bright bore & walnut stock very clean. 22LR is the scarcest of
the single caliber designations for the Model 90 & this is a fine original
example. (3201) 1,750.00 - 2,500.00

243 Winchester Model 90 22 Long Rifle

#604380; w/oct 22 short marked bbl w/strong original blue & bright bore.
Original blue is fading to spotted brown, wood is very clean. Overall a
very fine 1890 Winchester. 600.00 - 800.00

244 Fine Winchester 1890 22 Short Pump Rifle

#17221; 22 cal. Mfg circa 1941. 23 3/4" bbl. Receiver & proof marks are
offset to the left hand side & has 29S Weaver scope attached.  Gun has
checkered pistol grip stock, sling swivels & good original blue w/mixed
spots on scope & receiver. A nice example of a desirable Model 75
Sporting rifle. (76) 700.00 - 900.00

245 Winchester Model 75 Sporting w/ Scope

#3946; 22LR. 1927 production. Std. config. Short run of 1926-1929 w/only
8500 of this rifle mfg. 22" bbl. w/clear bbl. markings & 22 Long R marked
magazine. Original blue to grey patina & light marks on wood. Overall a
clean example of a rare Winchester 22. (159) 750.00 - 1,000.00

246 Rare Winchester Model 56 22LR

#70871B; 22LR. 24" blued bbl w/checkered pistol grip stock, ebony cap &
hard plastic butt plate. Gun has Lyman receiver site & receiver is drilled
for scope bases &  is in nice, used condition w/some small scratches &
marks mixed on metal & wood.  Mfg in 1951. (97) 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

247 Winchester Model 52 22 cal. Sporting Rifle

#A01044; 45-70. 24" round bbl. w/blued steel & case colored frame. Plain
pistol grip walnut stock & recoil pad w/sling swivels. Gun is like NIB
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

248 NIB Pedersoli 1886/71 45-70 cal Rifle

#239; 45 cal. w/ 2 1/10" case & 30" oct bbl, 1" across at flats. Case
colored frame, dbl set triggers, veneer tang sight w/Spirit level hooded
front sight. Gun has fancy checkered walnut stock, a metal butt plate &
officers style checkered wood pistol grip attached. In very fine lightly used
condition & comes w/custom Buffalo Arms leather case. Axtell Arms was
high end, custom mfg of Sharps rifles & is no longer in business. 5,000.00
- 7,000.00

249 Axtell Arms 1877 Sharps Rifle

#218770; 12 ga. 30" bbls. w/good bores & bbls appear to be refinished at
one time but all bbl markings legible. The fancy engraved case colored
receiver features flying pheasant & duck w/case colors strong in

250 LC Smith Eagle Grade Dbl Bbl 12 ga Shotgun

LOT #
protected areas. Gun has single selective Hunter trigger & ejectors, full
Beaver tail forearm & checkered walnut pistol grip stock has LOP of
approx. 13 1/2" w/no butt plate. Gun has some visible stress cracks &
repairs in the wrist & lock area. Mechanically gun locks up tight &  a nice
example of a rare Eagle Grade LC Smith dbl. 3,000.00 - 5,000.00

#S126063; 12 ga. 32" single bbl w/High ventilated rib marked LC Smith
Eagle Trap. Bore is good & gun has blued exterior fading grey on edges &
heavily engraved case colored receiver w/flying rooster & mallard, &
Eagle on lever. Case colors in protected areas, otherwise fading silver.
Mechanically good w/ejector & stock has approx. LOP of 14 w/recoil pad.
Wood is checkered solid & in nice overall condition. Gun has some light
spots mainly on upper tang & trigger guard from age, but overall a good
example of a rare Eagle Grade SBT. Note 1 of 56 manufactured. 2,500.00
- 3,500.00

251 LC Smith Eagle Grade Single Bbl Trap Shotgun

#41435; 12 ga. 34" bbl. Original blue exterior lightly toning to brown.
Engraved receiver is fading to silver w/case colors in protected areas.
Mechanically gun is ok & wood is solid w/lengthened butt stock plus recoil
pad. Still a good example of a scarce Specialty Grade LC Smith SBT.
1,500.00 - 2,500.00

252 LC Smith Specialty Single Bbl Trap Shotgun

#RE97998; 12 ga. 32" bbls. w/good bores, good exterior blue & ventilated
rib. Chokes are FULL/FULL.  Gun has hunter 1 trigger system, elaborate
Crown Grade on receiver & auto ejectors. LOP is approx. 14 5/8", DAC is
1 5/8" & DAH is 2 1/2". Mechanically action is tight & butt stock has been
professionally repaired & refinished. Forearm appears original & gun
includes a factory letter showing mfg. in 1927. A fine example of a
desirable & scarce Crown Grade LC Smith dbl. 5,000.00 - 7,000.00

253 LC Smith Crown Grade 12 ga Dbl Shotgun

#201497;  Mfg April 30 1923. 28 ga on a 00 frame w/26" titanic steel bbls.
Bores are bright but each has a few visible spots or marks inside, which
may clean completely w/TLC. Exterior of bbls are original blue toning to
brown patina w/mixed light spots overall. Original front ivory bead & DH
engraved receiver has case colors visible in protected areas otherwise
faded to grey. Mechanically gun locks up tightly & ejectors are
operational. Gun has checkered capped pistol grip stock which appears
to be in original configuration per factory letter w/skeletonized butt plate.
Overall in fine condition & this gun had a list price in 1923 of $166. It is
now fresh to market & has been in the same collection since the early
1960's!  According to "The Parker Story" by Mullins only 85 DHE guns
were mfg in 28ga. w/ 26`` Bbls. A fantastic opportunity to own one of the
Holy Grails of the Parker shotgun world. Additional photos available upon
request.

254 Original 28 ga Parker Brothers DHE Dbl

#224158; 12 ga. 26" Vulcan Steel bbls. Bores are good, gun has blue to
brown exterior,  engraved at the muzzle & breech including gold game
birds. Receiver is heavily engraved w/roosters, ducks & grouse. Gun is
signed A. BEE & has finely checkered pistol grip stock w/14 1/2" LOP &
beaver tail forearm. Mechanically gun is good & a fine custom Angelo

255 Custom Angelo Bee Engraved Parker AH 12 ga Dbl.
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Bee Parker dbl. 2,500.00 - 5,000.00

#117906; includes original 28 ga 26" bbls. serial # to gun w/bright bores,
strong blue exterior & dbl beaded. Receiver is silver w/engraving & has
single trigger. LOP is 14" & DAC is 1 1/2".  Checkered stock is engraved
& in solid condition, gun includes set of 26" 20 ga bbls. serial# 103027
w/matching style forend & engraving to the original 28 ga gun. Combo
comes in luggage style case & mfg. 1903. A nice example of an original
28 ga Parker upgraded & ready to used w/the 28 or 20 ga bbl sets.
12,500.00 - 15,000.00

256 Parker V Grade 28 ga/20 ga Combo

#697; 8x57R under 16 ga Nitro proof 27" bbls. Bores are bright w/clean
proof marks & heavily engraved games scene receiver.  Gun has cocking
indicators, pop up rifle sight & safety w/finely checkered walnut stock
which has shell trap in the butt stock. Mechanically gun is crisp & in
overall nice condition for age w/horn trigger guard & some small areas of
wear or blue loss on bbls. Overall a fine Kriegoff German Drillings.
1,500.00 - 2,500.00

257 Krieghoff German Drillings

Antique #14363; w/ 26" Damascus bbls 12 ga/43 Mauser. Bores are
bright & bbls have good Damascus pattern on exterior. Bbl also has claw
style scope mounts & gold inlaid rings at breech. Gun has heavy walnut
checkered stock w/cheek piece. Receiver is faded silver w/mixed spots &
checkered forearm is in good condition. A nice example of a large ga &
cal Drillings Rifle & includes a modern style luggage case. (782) 1,500.00
- 2,500.00

258 Fine Antique German Hammered Drillings

Leather wrapped wooden box w/brass corners & HJ Jussey tag noting
Bond St London on inside cover. 18 1/2" x 13" x 6 1/2". Box is well
traveled & rough in certain areas but an interesting accessory which looks
to have ventured on many African Safari's.

259 H.J. Hussey custom Safari Ammo Case

KYNOCH box of 5 loaded cartridges, 2 of these cartridges are not
head-stamped. Box is taped & in fair condition. 1 cartridge in white box
w/single KYNOCH 900GR solid.

260 600 Nitro Express Cartridges

2 5 round boxes of loaded 470 cal ammo. Boxes are in fair condition &
ammo is clean. Each box is labeled Supplied By Laxton's Hunting &
Fishing Johannesburg

261 2 Boxes KYNOCH 470 NE Ammo w/African Store Label

A full box of KYNOCH 300 or 295 Rook rifle cartridges qty 50, box is in
fair condition. 
A box of Eley 380 Long cartridges, box contains 6 total cartridges 4 of
which are marked 480 KYNOCH, box is in good condition, insert
assumed not correct. 

262 2 Boxes of Rook Rifle Ammunition

LOT #

2 10 count boxes of 9mm Mauser, boxes are in good shape.  1 box of
6.5mm Mauser, box is in fair shape w/some tears from tape.

263 3 Boxes of KYNOCH Mauser Cartridges

1 box of 5 count full of loaded cartridges, 480 GR solids. Also a box of 5
of fired brass shells, shells show some corrosion but should clean up
well.

264 Lot of KYNOCH 475 No 2 Nitro Express Ammo

5 count of loaded ammo, box is in good overall condition
265 Box of KYNOCH 450/400 Nitro Express Cartridges

3 full 5 round boxes, mfg for Hollands Magazine Rifles, boxes & ammo
are clean.

266 3 Boxes of KYNOCH 240 Magnum Rimless H&H Ammo

Full box of loaded cartridges 3" cases, in clean & good condition.
267 KYNOCH .577 Nitro Express Cartridges

2 piece box of 10, cartridges head  stamped WR425, full box of loaded
cartridges in nice condition.

268 Westley Richards 425 Magnum Exp Cartridges

6 loaded cartridges & 2 fired cases. Original box is in overall good
condition w/some worm holes.

269 J.Purdey & Sons 400 Straight 3" Nitro Exp Shells

Both are full boxes in fair condition w/some tape loss or residue.
270 2 Boxes of 280 Rimless ROSS KYNOCH Ammo

Full box 6 1/2 shot cartridges are clean & box is complete w/3 seam tears
from shells on left side of box.

271 Westley Richards Box of 12 ga Shotgun Shells

2 piece box w/19 loaded cartridges & 1 empty brass. No head stamps on
brass. Top of box is missing one end flap & has delicate paper sleeve
marked Griffin & Howe New York NY 35 Whelen loaded w/250GR Soft
Point Bullets

272 Box of Griffin & Howe 35 Whelen Ammunition

solid point bullets loaded on stripper clips, box is complete & open but in
nice condition.

273 50 round box of KYNOCH 7mm Mauser Rifle Cartridges

all are unmarked:  Iron 80 call round ball; Brass approx 60 cal ball; 1
square ball & 1 bullet mold both approx. 40 cal.

274 Lot of 4 Vintage Bullet Molds

One is leather & measures approx. 14"x13"x7". Case is solid but well
used. The other is wood w/brass ends 14 1/2"x13"x7" solid condition &
newer construction.

275 Pair of Custom Traveling Ammo Cases

Antique. #21520; converted to 44 center fire. Gun has fair bore & bbl &
magazine tube have grey to brown even patina w/Henry's patent Oct 16
1860 marked bbl. Mechanically good & has solid wood w/thumb size chip
at toe. Gun has 3 section cleaning rod in the butt & has a repair at the
wrist on the right side but well done & not easily noticeable. Overall a nice
original 1866 Carbine w/Henry marked bbl. Mfg in 1869. (4) 7,500.00 -

276 Winchester 1866 SRC w/Henry Marked Bbl
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10,000.00

Antique. #120111; 38-56 cal. 1899 production & is antique based on
caliber. 22" carbine bbl & rare saddle ring frame. Mechanically gun is
good w/good bore, bbl & magazine tube are blue to brown patina, has
early ladder style rear carbine sight & receiver has case colors visible on
rear half & in protected spots. Wood is solid w/typical small marks from
carbine use & gun has hard rubber butt plate. A very good example of a
scarce 1886 Saddle Ring. (10) 6,500.00 - 10,000.00

277 Rare Winchester 1886 SRC in 38-56 cal.

Antique. #33455; 45-60 cal. Mfg in 1883. 22" bbl w/full length forearm &
single bbl. band. Gun has even brown spotted patina & is mechanically
good w/ladder style rear Carbine sight. Wood has mixed scratches &
dents w/one visible crack starting at rear tang running part way through
butt stock but remains solid. Caliber marking is clear on bottom of brass
elevator. Overall a nice example of a desirable Winchester 1876 SRC. (8)
3,000.00 - 5,000.00

278 Rare Winchester 1876 Saddle Ring Carbine

#994037; 32WCF. Std carbine config. w/early ladder style rear sight. Gun
has strong original blue & some wear on edge of receiver w/butterfly
pattern. SR markings. Very fine original stock, gun is mechanically crisp
w/a bright bore. A very fine 1892 SR. (12) 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

279 Winchester 1892 Saddle Ring Carbine

Antique. #185800;  44 cal. Std carbine config.  Mfg in 1885. Mechanically
good w/even brown spotted patina, caliber marked brass elevator, carbine
ladder sight & wood is solid. In good overall condition & a nice 1873 SRC.
(6) 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

280 Winchester 1873 Saddle Ring Carbine

Antique. #419218; 30-06. Std SRC config. w/hand guard, 22" bbl., good
bore & good blue on bbl. Receiver is greyed to brown patina & is
mechanically good. Gun has clean stock & is overall a nice 1895 SRC.
(28) 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

281 Winchester 1895 Saddle Ring Carbine

#12514; 348 WCF. in rare carbine config w/20" bbl. & excellent original
blue finish. Gun has bolt peep, sight & ramp hooded front w/very nice
checkered pistol grip stock, sling swivels & rubber Winchester recoil pad.
An excellent example of a scarce 71 Deluxe Carbine. 
(34) 3,000.00 - 5,000.00

282 Winchester Model 71 348 Deluxe Carbine

4,000.00 - 6,000.00
283 1 Minute Break!

Antique. #43706; 50 Express. Mfg in 1890. 26" oct bbl. w/good bore & bbl
retains light original blue & silver on edges w/mixed marks from use.
Magazine tube is silver & receiver retains light original case colors,
otherwise silver finished & gun is mechanically good w/nice original wood
stock & strong original blue on bolt. A nice example of the desirable big
caliber 50 Express 1886. (9) 4,500.00 - 6,500.00

284 Winchester 1886 Rifle in 50 Express Cal

LOT #

Antique. #47891; 32-40 cal. mfg in 1896. 26" oct bbl w/bright bore. Gun
has strong original blue on bbl magazine tube & receiver w/visible case
color remaining on lever & hammer. Butt plate is faded sliver, wood is
clean & mechanically gun is crisp. Aside from some typical edge wear, a
very fine Antique Winchester 1894. (14) 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

285 Fine Antique Winchester Model 1894 Rifle

Antique. #158172; 38WCF w/24" oct bbl. Mfg in 1897. Mechanically gun
is crisp w/bright bore & strong original blue on bbl, tube & receiver. Case
colored lever & hammer w/very clean walnut stock & period Lyman Tang
sight. A very fine 1892  Antique Rifle in 38 cal. (11) 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

286 Fine Antique Winchester 1892 38WCF Rifle

Antique. #38270; 44 Rim Fire. 24 3/8" oct bbl. Gun has fair bore w/clear
bbl. markings & bbl is greyed patina w/some light blue traces remaining in
protected areas along magazine tube. A good unpolished brass original
receiver & hammer retains case colors. Lever is browned to greyed patina
& Gun has newer style sling swivels have been added to gun at some
time. 2 sections of cleaning rod remain in the butt compartment  & wood
is solid & may have been lightly sanded & refinished at one time.
Mechanically gun is good & overall a very nice 1866 Rifle. (3) 4,500.00 -
6,500.00

287 Winchester 1866 Lever Action Rifle

Antique. #72740; 32-40. 30" oct No. 3 bbl. Gun has bright bore & good
original blue remaining on bbl. w/case colored receiver mainly grey.
Mechanically gun is crisp & has rear tang sight w/solid & clean wood. A
nice 1885 High Wall. Mfg in 1895. (38) 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

288 Winchester 1885 32-40 High Wall

#642936; 38WCF. Mfg in 1910. 26" oct. bbl. & mechanically good
w/bright bore. Strong original blue on bbl & magazine tube, receiver has
mixed grey spots but also strong original finish. Clear markings on bbl. &
receiver, wood is solid w/some scratches & marks from use. Gun has an
original 5 piece cleaning rod in butt stock. A high condition late production
1873 rifle. (5) 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

289 High Condition Winchester 1873 38 WCF RIfle

Antique. #44568; 40-82. 1890 production. 26" oct bbl. w/good bore. Bbl &
tube have even blue to brown patina. Receiver is mainly silver w/case
colors in protected areas. Mechanically good & wood is very good &
original. Overall a nice, clean original condition 1886 rifle. 2,000.00 -
3,000.00

290 Antique Winchester 1886 40-82 Rifle

#N615326; 45 cal. Model 25-2 6 1/2" bbl blued bbl case colored trigger &
hammer w/wood grips. In nice used condition & comes in S&W wooden
box. 650.00 - 800.00

291 Smith & Wesson Model 1955 45 cal Revolver

#N606619; 41 Mag. 8 3/8" bbl. w/nickel finish, case color trigger &
hammer & wood grips. In very nice condition comes in wooden case.
1,000.00 - 1,500.00

292 Smith & Wesson Model 57 41 Mag Revolver
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#N73726; 44 Mag. 8 3/8" bbl. w/blued finish & case colored trigger &
hammer. Gun is used & could use some TLC & cleanup. Rear sight may
need adjustment or new screws. Grips have some marks & in good used
condition but could benefit from TLC. 700.00 - 800.00

293 Smith & Wesson Model 29-2 44 Magnum Revolver

#N730957; 357 Mag. 5 7/8" bbl. w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer & wood grips. Gun is in nice, lightly used condition w/wooden
S&W box. 700.00 - 900.00

294 Smith & Wesson Model 27-2 357 Magnum

#N459725; 45 ACP. 6 1/2" bbl w/blued finish, case colored trigger &
hammer, wood grips & comes in S&W wooden box. Gun is in fine, lightly
handled condition. 700.00 - 900.00

295 Smith & Wesson 25-2 45 cal Revolver

#N577152; 22 cal, 5 7/8" bbl blued finish, case colored trigger & hammer
w/wood grips. In very fine lightly handled condition, comes in S&W
wooden box. 700.00 - 900.00

296 Smith & Wesson Model 28-2 Hwy Patrolman

Antique. #1103; 40-72  Mfg in 1896 2nd year production. 26" oct bbl
w/bright bore. Bbl & receiver show strong original blue finish w/typical
edge wear & scratches & mixed spots. Gun has clear markings & is
mechanically crisp w/ original wood. A highly condition original
Winchester Flat Side Winchester. (27) 3,500.00 - 6,000.00

297 Rare Winchester Flat Side 1895 Rifle

Antique. #37194; 45-75 cal. 28" oct. bbl. Good bore & good exterior blue
remains on bbl & receiver, otherwise fading to brown & silver patina.
Visible case colors on hammer & gun is mechanically good w/clean
walnut stock. Caliber is marked on the elevator & overall a very nice 1876
Rifle w/some strong original finish. (7) 3,500.00 - 5,000.00

298 Winchester 1876 45-75 LA Rifle

Antique. #67558; mfg in 1892 w/26"  oct bbl& good bore. Bbl. & magazine
tube retain good blue w/mixed spots fading into a brown patina. Receiver,
hammer & lever retain some faded case colors, also w/some mixed
spots. Wood is very good overall w/few small marks, case colored butt
plate now showing a modeled grey finish. Mechanically crisp & a very
nice antique 1886 Rifle. (587) 3,000.00 - 5,000.00

299 Fine 1886 Winchester 40-82 cal w/Case Color Recv.

#583965; 25-20. 1910 production. 24" oct. bbl Gun retains strong original
blue w/clean marks & is mechanically crisp. Gun has some edge wear &
some scratches & marks from use. Wood is good w/silver percussion
patch box & butt plate added to gun. 1892 Indian head penny in patch
box. A clean 1892 rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

300 Clean Winchester 1892 25-20 Rifle

#19349; 32 cal. 22" bbl. w/very good original blue & some light scratches,
marks & edge wear mainly on receiver. Wood is clean & in good
condition, forearm does have scratches & marks from handling. Gun has
brass Beech front folding sight & rear Lyman Tang sight. Overall a very
nice 1905 self loading rifle.  (63) 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

301 Winchester Model 1905 SLR 32 cal. Rifle

LOT #

#49127; 351 cal. Police config w/heavier stock & finger grasp plunger. In
very fine, original condition. (65) 700.00 - 900.00

302 Winchester Police Model 07 351 cal SLR

Antique. #20615; 52 cal. 26" oct bbl. marked Sharps Rifle MANUFG. CO
Hartford Conn. Upper tang marked Sharps patent 1848 & lock marked
Sharps Patent 1852. Gun has very good bright bore, blue to brown patina
bbl & receiver retains good case colors in protected areas otherwise
faded to a brownish/silver patina. Mechanically gun is crisp & walnut
stock is clean w/ brass patch box & butt plate. The blade of the front sight
is absent. Overall a very high conditioned original Slant Breech Sharps
Rifle. Approx. 10,000 of these were mfg & are often associated w/
Abolitionist John Brown.  (238) 4,500.00 - 6,500.00

303 Rare Sharps Model 1853 Slant Breech Rifle

#442478; 32 spec. 26" oct bbl. w/good bore. Receiver appears to have
been refinished at one time & gun has desirable & scarce semi deluxe
un-checkered pistol grip stock w/Winchester cap. Gun has Marbles sites,
button magazine & is an attractive Semi Deluxe Winchester. 1,000.00 -
1,250.00

304 Winchester Model 94 Semi Deluxe 32 Spec Rifle

Antique. #62647; Std SR config. & mechanically good w/good bore. Blue
to brown patina bbl w/some light spots & case colors remain in protected
areas of receiver, otherwise brown or silver patina. Gun has clear DFC
cartouche in ribbon on left side of butt stock w/iron butt plate & wood is
clean & solid. Overall in nice, original condition. (239) 2,500.00 - 3,500.00

305 Fine Sharps 1859 Cartridge Conversion SRC

#4301; 32 WCF. Mfg in 1925 2nd year production. 22" nickel steel bbl ,
button magazine & is mechanically crisp w/bright bore & strong original
blue. Gun has some light edge wear & mixed scratches & marks w/metal
butt plate & very clean walnut stock.  Overall a very clean original Model
53. (25) 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

306 Winchester Model 53 32WCF LA Rifle

#2747; 30WCF. 2nd year production 1925 mfg. 24" take down bbl w/half
magazine. Bbl retains strong original blue & receiver has more flaking &
spots. Mechanically gun is crisp & has good bore w/metal butt plate &
clean original wood. A very nice Model 55. (1652) 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

307 Rare Winchester Model 55 Take Down Rifle

#500220; 25-35 cal. Mfg 1909. half round & half oct 26" bbl. w/button
magazine. Gun has bright bore & good original blue fading to grey on
edges w/mixed scratches or spots. Mechanically gun is good & butt stock
has has crack & repair left side of wrist. Otherwise a very nice Special
Order. 1894 in rare small caliber. (2109) 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

308 Rare Special Order 1894 Winchester 25-35

#1006478; 218BEE. 24" round bbl w/bold peep sight & hooded front. Gun
has strong original blue finish w/some light marks & spots, plain pistol grip
stock w/metal recoil pad. Overall a very nice Model 65 in a desirable
caliber. (26) 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

309 Winchester Model 65  Rifle in 218 BEE
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#984660; 25-20 cal. 22" round bbl. Gun has good original blue & bright
bore, receiver is fading to brown patina. Mechanically good & wood is
original, forearm has some marks near receiver otherwise wood is clean.
A fine example of a rare LA Winchester Model. 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

310 Winchester Model 53 25-20 cal. LA Rifle

#743; 9mm. all visible numbers are matching & gun has 1914 dated
frame & Erfurt toggle. Original blue w/some areas of spots & silver to
brown patina. Straw colored parts retain some gold, otherwise fading to
silver. Gun includes original board stock & has some damage at the toe &
has non matching number on metal. Plus a snail drum magazine which is
in overall good condition & includes dust cover & sleeve for use in
German machine pistol. 1914 Artillery Lugers are scarce & this is a good
original example w/some fantastic accessories. 3,000.00 - 4,000.00

311 1914 Erfurt Artillery Luger w/Stock & Drum Mag

#15603; 45 ACP. Std config w/various military proofs & markings. Gun
has some holster wear & marks mixed on metal. Overall in good used
condition. 500.00 - 700.00

312 Smith & Wesson 1917 Army 45 Pistol

#7201; 9mm. Std config. All visible numbers are matching aside from
magazine w/1936 chamber date & S/42 toggle. Straw colored & Niter blue
parts along w/original blue finish. Gun has some light holster wear on
edges. A good example of an early WWII Luger pistol. 1,250.00 -
1,750.00

313 Early 1936 Dated Luger Pistol

#207893; 45 ACP. Parkerized finish w/various military proofs & markings.
Overall in very nice used condition. 500.00 - 700.00

314 US Colt 1917 45 Revolver

#607t; 9mm. byf 44 coded. Std. config. w/numerous German waffenamts
& is in nice overall condition w/some light holster wear & small spots.
500.00 - 700.00

315 WWII German P38 Military Pistol

#1904d; 9mm. std config. 1916 chamber date w/DWM toggle & all visible
numbers are matching. Spotted blue patina & straw colored parts are
silver. Comes w/nice 1917 dated brown military/police style holster &
includes take down tool. Gun includes capture papers that may or may
not pertain to this Luger. 900.00 - 1,300.00

316 1916 Chamber Dated DWM Luger w/Holster

#9824; Std config. w/blue finish & checkered wood grips. Gun is in nice
surplus condition & comes w/1 matching & 1 additional non matching
magazine. 300.00 - 400.00

317 Star Model A Semi Auto 9mm/38 cal Pistol

#4081; 9mm. All visible numbers matching w/Crown/N proofs, straw
colored safety & trigger. Otherwise metal is blue, gun has wood grips & is
in good overall condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

318 German DWM Export Luger

Std config Eichorn marked blade w/leather handle showing some wear as
does leather wrapped scabbard. Top of scabbard has numerous Military
& Unit markings w/hanger. A nice example of a scarce dagger.

319 Early Nazi NSFK Flyers Dagger

LOT #

RZM marked w/spotted blade & scabbard, in average condition.
320 Hitler Youth Knife

#34713; 8mm Nambu. Dated 12.8(Aug 1937) w/matching magazine, nice
original blue finish & straw colored parts. Comes w/one additional non
matching magazine, leather holster & extra firing pin. Overall a very nice
early small trigger guard Nambu pistol w/very clean holster. (3110) 800.00
- 1,200.00

321 Early Type 14 Japanese Nambu w/Holster & Extra Mag

#56751; 9mm Luger. Std config w/strong blue & no import marks, in nice
original condition. Includes holster & 1 additional magazines. (2709)
450.00 - 550.00

322 Astra Model 600 9mm Luger Pistol & Holster

Std config. Guard & pommel show some corrosion & scabbard is clean.
In fair overall condition.

323 RZM marked SA Dagger

Std config. & blade has some spots & light pits w/good grips & scabbard.
Comes w/hangers which are well worn.

324 WWII German Army Dagger & Hanger

Dagger has maker marked blade w/good etching. Celluloid handle has
crack & scabbard has some light spots or flaking. Overall in good
condition for age & includes Naval knot, plus belt w/hangers.

325 Nazi Era German Naval Dagger & Hanger

Blade is rusted, scabbard, handle & pommel are in average aged
condition w/hanger that has a broken strap. An original dagger which
could use some TLC

326 WWII German Red Cross Officers Dagger

Std config w/etched blade & handle is well worn but solid. Scabbard is
good w/some paint loss & includes RZM marked hanger.

327 WWII German SA Dagger

Helmet has green felt &  is solid but well used w/both badges.
328 WWII Nazi Pith Helmet

159 different photos & most are in good condition w/discriptions in
German on back.

329 Albums of Nazi WWII Press Photos

overall length is approx. 24 1/2" & approx. 18" blade w/each bone
segment approx. 4 3/4" long. There is one small chip visible in photos &
overall a solid, attractive piece of oriental art. 1,000.00 - 2,000.00

330 Ornate Bone Carved Japanese Sword

Holler makers mark & has black wire wrapped handle. Overall length is
37" & blade has numerous small knicks or marks on edge. Scabbard is
partially repained. Overall a good early Nazi era sword.

331 WWII German Sword & Scabbard

ACS maker w/31 1/2" blade & overall measurs approx. 37". Black wire
wrapped handle & scabbard has some mixed spots. In overall good
condition.

332 WWII Era German Lions Head Military Sword
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Dress bayonet w/scabbard & corrosion, otherwise fair condition. 
Silver Police badge & cloth Fireman's badge.

333 WWII German Police & Fire Decor

Holster is in good overall condition w/maker mark & includes a spare
magazine for the 1922 Browning pistol. 100.00 - 200.00

334 WWII German Luftwaffe Browning Holster

Uniform Eagles, various tinnies, RAD belt buckle, & related items
335 Grouping of Nazi Items

3 armbands including Hitler Youth, a small pendant & 3 cloth uniform
eagles, one in bullion.

336 Lot of WWII Nazi Armbands & Eagles

Plaque w/original box measures approx. 6"x4 1/2"
337 WWII German Horsemanship Badge & Plaque

338 Pair of WWII Nazi Kriegsmarine Badges

includes a 1st Class Merit Cross; Silver Police Medal & 2 other awards
339 WWII Nazi Ribbon & Badge Lot

includes:  SS shoulder tabs, an aluminum Panzer hat badge & Patches
340 German WWII(SS) Uniform Collar Tabs & Badge Lot

includes a rare Hungarian badge; Firemans pin in silver; & Narvik shield.
341 WWII Era Medal Grouping

includes: aluminum Luftwaffe early & late styles, Golden Political Leader
buckle, & repainted early Army buckle, plus belt which is missing tab.

342 Grouping of WWII German Belt Buckles

343 2nd Class Iron Cross w/Paperwork & Merrit Cross

WWII German Tropical Army Belt & Buckle, 1942 dated belt & grey
painted buckle in very nice condition. 
WWII German Belt & Buckle, leather belt in good condition w/army
buckle.

344 Pair of WWII German Belts & Buckles

set of Y straps; nice dagger hanger (missing one snap); 3 belt D loops &1
hanger clip; post war SA dagger; post war Luger magazine; &
reproduction 50 Combat Assault Badge.

345 Misc German WWII Items

The shirt, pants and tie are WWII era US uniforms underneath the tunic.
346 WWII Nazi Political Officers Tunic.

Includes Mannequin
347 Reproduction German Army Uniform

#225582; 9mm. Std config. Slide also has Nazi mark on left side of slide
& gun is import marked. In nice surplus condition & includes a 1963 dated
holster & extra magazine. 500.00 - 700.00

348 French Manurhin P1 Pistol

#NM18 376; Std config. & import marked. Mfg in 1978. Gun is in nice
import condition. 300.00 - 400.00

349 Bulgarian Makarov Pistol

LOT #

#14,683  9mm. mfg 1990-1994 w/production limited to approx. 15,000
pistols. This model has a 4`` bbl. w/ crest on receiver. Fine condition,
import marked with holster. One of the last true Colt War era Eastern
Block pistols mfg. 750.00 - 1,000.00

350 Rare Croatian Model PHP Semi Auto Pistol

#W200612; 303 British. Std config w/correct British & Winchester
markings. Overall nice military condition & import marked at muzzle.
Overall a good example of a scarce Winchester Military rifle. (72) 650.00 -
850.00

351 British Winchester Pattern 14 Military Rifle

Antique. #423369; 45-70. bbl has strong original blue w/case colored
breech block & is mechanically good.  Gun has 1888 cartouche & stock is
in good condition, overall a nice original Trapdoor Military rifle. 600.00 -
700.00

352 Antique Springfield 1884 Trapdoor Rifle

#85990; 30-06. Bbl marked SA2-18 w/early script style serial #. Gun has
visible cartouche & looks like muzzle end & butt plate have been
refinished & comes w/leather military sling. Overall in good condition for
age. 450.00 - 600.00

353 Early Rock Island 1903 Military Rifle

#384738; 30-40 Krag in std config. Bbl retains some good original blue &
modeled grey case hardening remains on receiver. Gun has clean, crisp
1902 cartouche & wood is solid w/typical scratches & marks. Overall a
good Krag rifle. 500.00 - 700.00

354 US Springfield 1898 Krag Military Rifle

#25557; 303 British. Dated 1911 Mfg by LSA Co. & in good overall
condition w/nice stock set. Gun has matching magazine & overall a nice
early Mark III Enfield. 400.00 - 500.00

355 Lee Enfield MKIII Military Rifle

#244138; 30-06. bbl marked R5-18 w/nice walnut stock. Original blue is
toning to brown & overall in good condition. 450.00 - 600.00

356 Winchester Model 1917 Military Rifle

#3665726; 30-06. Bbl is marked SC 4-43. Gun has bright bore &
parkerized metal. Overall metal is in very nice surplus condition. Stock is
solid but w/crack on right side & crack in hand guard. 500.00 - 600.00

357 US Smith Corona 03A3 Military Rifle

Includes: Cavalry  Mounted  Model 1917 canteen dated 1919; Span Am
era US Model 1885 Canteen in nice condition; US 1885 Haversack in fair
condition & rare 1889 Campaign Hat in rough condition.

358 Lot of Early US Military Items

K98 Bayonet & Scabbard w/matching numbers on sbaccard & bayonet #
1259, in fair condition w/spots overall. 
Nice Japanese Type 99 bayonet w/blade in very good condition. 
Stars & Stripes Victory Paper from May 8, 1945.

359 WWII Bayonets & Paper
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Frame measures 25"x19" w/iron cross decor in frame. In nice overall
condition.

360 Framed Hindenburg Military Photo

#102; 12 ga.  w/34" ported bbl, checkered high grade walnut stock,
approx  14 1/4" LOP & KICKEEZ adj butt pad. Wood is very good overall
& metal is matte blue finish & bbl has some light marks from handling &
use. Receiver is matte blue w/silver sides & mechanically crisp. Gun has
release trigger & comes in aluminum Ljutic case & a fine example of high
end custom Ljutic Custom Trap gun. 5,000.00 - 7,000.00

361 LJUTIC SLE Pro Model 91 Single Bbl Trap

#85334; 12 ga. comes w/34" bbl 2 3/4" chambers & high trap rib.
Matching serial # on bbl. & gun is mechanically crisp. Gun has release
trigger & LOP is approx. 14 1/2" w/adj. comb. Comes w/3 additional
choke tubes & wrench plus soft sided case. Gun is in good used
condition & has some spots & marks from use. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

362 Perazzi TMX Special Single Bbl Trap Gun

#0804; 12 ga. 30" FULL/IMP/MOD bbls. Engraved w/1 of 1,000 lettering
& mechanically crisp w/clear bores. Wood appears to be very good & a
recoil pad has been added w/LOP approx. 14 1/2" A near new 1 of 1,000
Model 3200. 2,000.00 - 3,000.00

363 Remington Model 3200 1 of 1,000 Trap Gun

#0518; 12 ga. 30" FULL/IMP/MOD bbls w/engraved & gold filled 1 of
1,000 receiver, bores are bright mechanically crisp & gun has strong
original blue. Wood is very good w/raised comb & Remington recoil pad &
LOP of approx. 14 1/2". A like new 1 of 1,000 3200 Trap. 2,000.00 -
3,000.00

364 Remington Model 3200 1 of 1,000 Trap Gun

#85085; 12 ga. 31 1/2 O/U ported bbls w/2 3/4" chamber & ser # on bbls
is 86531. Mechanically gun is crisp & stock has adj butt & comb. Wood
has some marks & scratches from use. Edges of receiver are grey as gun
has been used & handled. Comes w/ Precision Gold trigger & serial
#0815 for release triggers. Overall a fine used Daniel Bonalias Perazzi.
2,500.00 - 3,500.00

365 Perazzi DB81 Special O/U 12 ga Shotgun

#3141; 12 ga. 32" bbl. marked Ithaca Gun Co. w/ 2 3/4" chamber &
custom crafted by Perazzi. Bbl retains strong blue & has wide ventilated
rib & is mechanically good. Edges of receiver are heavily worn silver &
has adj. shock absorbing butt pad, wood is solid but has scratches &
marks from use. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

366 Perazzi TM1 Single Bbl Trap Gun

#5347; 2 bbl set both serial # to the gun 30" & 26 1/2" bbl. Gun has
elaborate fully engraved receiver w/dog & fowl scenes. Newer stock set is
finely engraved w/raised comb. Mechanically good , SKEET bbls do not
appear refinished as the remainder of gun is. Overall a nice 2 bbl. heavily
engraved Model 32 shotgun. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

367 Remington Model 32 2 Bbl Engraved SKEET Gun

LOT #

#44855; 12 ga 27 1/2" SKEET/SKEET marked bbls w/good original blue,
mixed spots & gold competition inlay. Mechanically gun is crisp & wood is
good overall & LOP of approx. 14 1/4".  A nice used Competition Grade
3200 SKEET. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

368 Remington Model 3200 Competition SKEET O/U

#23154; 32" bbl mfg in Italy w/gold lettering & No. 2 on bbl. The silver
heavily engraved receiver is marked in gold on left side :TO JOE
MORTENSON FROM STEVE POLENAS AS TOKEN OF FRIENDSHIP &
APPRECIATION CHICAGO ILL 1962. Mechanically gun is crisp & original
blue has some wear in some areas & mixed spots from age. Checkered
stock is solid although visible repaired crack in forearm & has a corroded
recoil pad w/ LOP Approx. 14 1/4.  Gun could used some TLC but overall
a nice custom Atlas SBT. 1,500.00 - 2,500.00

369 Atlas Custom Single Bbl Trap Gun

#44296; 12 ga. 32" FULL/IMP/MOD bbls. Mechanically gun is crisp
w/bright bores. Gun has some rust spots where wood meets metal on
forearm otherwise has strong original blue. Wood is very good & gun has
KickEez recoil pad w/approx. 14 1/2" LOP. A nice lightly used competition
trap 3200. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

370 Remington Model 3200 Competition Trap Gun

#17860; 12 ga. 30" bbls marked FULL/IMP/MOD. Gun has good blue
overall & few mixed spots from storage & mechanically gun is crisp.
Wood is good overall w/raised comb & LOP approx. 14 1/2". 1,000.00 -
1,750.00

371 Remington Model 3200 Special Trap O/U 12 ga

#38180; 12 ga. 28" FULL/MOD bbl set. Mechanically gun is good w/good
original blue, good wood & LOP approx. 14 1/8". Overall in very nice used
condition. 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

372 Remington Model 3200 Fieldgrade 12 ga O/U

#28186; 12 ga. 30" FULL/IMP/MOD bbls. w/clear bores & mechanically
gun is crisp. Wood is good & gun has Remington recoil pad w/LOP
approx .14 1/2" & bottom of receiver has some light spots. Overall a clean
& crisp 3200 Trap. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

373 Remington Model 3200 Trap Gun

#12541; 12 ga. 30" bbls FULL/IMP/MOD. Mechanically gun is ok & has
good original blue w/some light marks from use. Wood is solid w/some
marks from handling & LOP approx. 14 1/2".  A good used Special Trap
3200. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

374 Remington Model 3200 Spec Trap O/U

#28517; 12 ga. 28" bbls. w/custom removable choke tubes. Blue to grey
exterior w/typical edge ware on receiver. Rib has some extra holes in
breech area. Checkered walnut stock has after market recoil pad & 14
1/4" LOP. Wood remains solid overall w/scratches & marks from use &
comes w/4 additional custom tubes. Overall in good used condition.
750.00 - 1,250.00

375 Remington Model 3200 w/Custom Removable Chokes
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#41455; 12 ga. 32" FULL/IMP/MOD bbls. Mechanically gun is crisp & has
good blue on bbls. Receiver is grey w/marks & light rust on edges.
Replacement Special Trap butt stock w/raised comb & palm swell grip for
right handed shooter w/15" LOP. Forearm is original w/some scratches &
marks. Gun has Briley style chokes attached & includes choke wrench.
750.00 - 1,000.00

376 Remington Model 3200 Competition 12 ga O/U

#WK195450; 12 ga. 28" bbls w/2 3/4" chambers & choked FULL/MOD.
Bbls are blued & has engraved silver finish receiver w/bright bores. Gun
is  mechanically crisp & has blonde colored stock. Gun is in like new
condition. This model was built by Laurona by Winchester for its
European markets. (185) 750.00 - 1,000.00

377 Winchester Model 91 12 ga O/U

#15342; 30-06. Mfg in1928 w/20" bbl. w/Lyman rear receiver sight, strong
blue finish & finger groove un-checkered walnut stock. A nice example of
a rare 54 Winchester Carbine. (93) 1,000.00 - 1,250.00

378 Winchester Model 54 30-06 Carbine

#98300; bbl marked 270 WCF. w/24" bbl. Mfg in 1948.  Gun has
checkered stock w/recoil pad added & has Echo scope mount attached to
left side w/Bushnell scope. Matching bolt w/good original blue w/some
hunting marks on metal & wood, but still a very good early Model 70.
750.00 - 1,000.00

379 Pre 64 Winchester Model 70 270 cal. Rifle

#G1029489; 22-250 cal. 24" target weight bbl. Gun is nice lightly used
condition w/clean metal & bbl. Topped w/Leupold 6-18 Vari XII scope
w/fine crosshairs. Overall in very nice used condition. 600.00 - 800.00

380 Winchester Model 70 22-250 Target Rifle

#99834; 30-06. 24" bbl. Mfg. in 1948. Blue to grey metal w/mixed spots.
Topped w/8x PROMINAR scope. Wood is solid w/scratches & marks.
600.00 - 800.00

381 Winchester Pre 64  Model 70 30-06 Rifle

#21593; 22LR. 28" bbl. w/blued finish & good bore. Stock is good overall,
gun has iron sights & attached long tube scope w/decent optics. Gun
appears to have been refinished at one time, but overall nice condition.
(95) 500.00 - 700.00

382 Winchester 52 22 Target Rifle w/Long Tube Scope

#24286; 280 cal. BRNO mfg. 20 1/2" bbl. w/spoon bolt, dbl set triggers &
full length Mannlicher stock. Metal is blue to grey & gun is topped
w/Lyman All American 6x scope. Wood is solid w/modern recoil pad
added. Overall in good used condition. 750.00 - 1,000.00

383 CZ Mannlicher in 280 cal. Rifle

#6501; 270 cal. Made in Austria. 24" bbl. Blue to grey metal w/some
areas of spots & rust removed. Bore is bright w/dbl set triggers & has
claw style mounts w/Supra 4x scope attached. Optics are cloudy but
usable. Stock has silver oak leaf inlay w/stag carved cheek piece &
mechanically gun is good. Overall a nice early Austrian Hunting Rifle.
1,000.00 - 1,250.00

384 Steyr 270 cal Custom Rifle

LOT #

#764428; 7.62 NATO w/custom 28" SS target weight bbl made by
OBERMEYER of Racine WI. Gun has Mo's adj rear target sight, Redfield
International Match hooded front, offhand shooters stock & sling. Overall
in very nice, used condition. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

385 Custom Winchester 308 cal. Offhand Target Rifle

Antique. #296126; 44 -40. Mfg in 1889. Std saddle ring config. w/grey to
brown spotted  metal & is mechanically good. Wood is solid & butt stock
appears to have some older repairs. Overall a nice 1873 SRC
Winchester. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

386 Winchester Model 1873 SRC

Antique. #32750; 44-40 1879 production. 24" oct. bbl. w/silver to brown
spotted metal. Gun has the early thumb print dust cover. Mechanically
gun is good & bore is good but lightly frosted w/clean bbl. markings. Butt
stock has some cracks & repairs visible at wrist. Overall a good example
of a desirable 1st Model 1873 w/Thumbprint Dust Cover. 2,500.00 -
3,500.00

387 Winchester 1873 1st Model 44WCF Rifle

#1093130; 30WCF. 24" round bbl w/blue to grey metal & mechanically
good. Wood is solid w/typical scratches & marks, metal butt plate is
rusted. RM193 400.00 - 600.00

388 Winchester Model 64 30-30 LA Rifle

#58460; 35WCF 1908 production. 24" round bbl. w/good bore. Blue to
grey exterior w/some light spots & clean markings Mechanically gun is
good & wood has typical scratches & marks but remains solid. A good 35
cal Winchester 1895. 750.00 - 1,250.00

389 Winchester 1895 35WCF Lever Action

#D602; 30-30. 26" oct bbl. w/blue to grey spotted metal & good bore.
Receiver has some case colors in protected areas & wood is good.
500.00 - 700.00

390 Marlin Model 1893 LA Rifle

#393584; 32 spec. 26" half round, half oct. bbl. w/button magazine. Bore
is good & mechanically gun is good. Overall in nice refinished condition
w/some mixed scratches from use. 700.00 - 900.00

391 Special Order Winchester 1894 Rifle

#11326; 30 WCF.1929 production. 24" nickel steel take down bbl. Metal
is blue to grey on exterior & mechanically gun is good. Bore is good &
wood is solid w/typical scratches & marks A good example of a rare LA
model. 750.00 - 1,000.00

392 Winchester Model 55 30WCF Take Down Rifle

Antique. #136128; 1898 production. 26" oct bbl w/button magazine. Good
original blue remains on bbl w/mixed small marks. Bore is good & has
correct 32 Spec Smokeless rear sight. Receiver is worn silver & wood is
good w/shotgun butt plate. A nice Special Order antique 1894. 1,250.00 -
1,750.00

393 Special Order Winchester 1894 Rifle

Antique. #145308*; 45-70. Std config w/33" bbl. Lock & bolt are dated
1873 w/early style rear sight & 1880 cartouche in stock. Mechanically gun
is good w/good bore & metal is spotted grey to brown patina. Wood has

394 Antique Springfield 1873 Trapdoor Rifle & Bayonet
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some scratches & marks from use, but overall a good Springfield
Trapdoor. 550.00 - 750.00

#1291398; 30-06. Bbl is marked w/Winchester proof mark. Gun has ME
of approx. 2 & TE of approx. 2 w/nice parkerized finish & few spots from
long term storage. Nice clean original walnut stock & comes w/nylon
sling. Overall a good looking Winchester M1 w/Winchester marked bbl,
bolt & trigger assembly. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

395 Winchester M1 Garand Rifle

#297791; 30 cal carbine. Bbl is marked Inland 3-43. Metal is parkerized &
folding wooden paratrooper stock has some proof marks & cross cannon
cartouches, but does not appear  to be an original WWII paratrooper
stock. Overall in good condition. 700.00 - 900.00

396 WWII Inland M1A1 Paratroop Rifle

#84906; 12 ga. 26" bbl. marked P & flaming bomb proof. Receiver is
marked P, flaming bomb & US marks on left side. Grey patina metal &
wood is solid w/butt stock repaired at wrist. 400.00 - 600.00

397 US Marked Savage Model 720 12 ga Shotgun

#517576; 30-06. Std config. w/JA marked bbl. Std military config. w/blued
& parkerized metal. Wood is solid & gun is in good used condition. 400.00
- 500.00

398 1917 Eddystone US Military Rifle

#1129942; 30-06. Gun has SA 7-12 bbl. in std Mark I config w/cut out for
Pederson device & parkerized metal. Wood is solid w/finger grooves &
visible cartouches w/WWII web sling. A nice Mark I w/very early bbl. date.
700.00 - 900.00

399 US Springfield Mark I 1903 Rifle

#1330; 30 cal carbine. Bbl marked Inland Mfg 7-42 w/parkerized finish.
Gun has Williams peep sight added & stock appears lightly sanded
w/visible cartouche on both sides. Overall in fair condition. RM180 500.00
- 600.00

400 WWII Inland Division M1 Carbine

new Olin mfg & comes in steel can w/matching numbers. Good vintage
Mach ammo.

401 Lot of 1,000 rds of 45ACP Match Ammo

CMP ammo in 240 round spam cans.
402 480 rds of Greek 30 cal M2 Ball Ammo

qty 6 & they fire from the M1 rifle grenade launcher. Come in the original
case, 5 of the original tubes are very good & one has some rust & dents.
Wooden case measures 18 1/2"  x 12 1/2" x 7".

403 Korean Era Rifle Yellow Smoke Streamers

Vietnam Era & canisters are in good condition. Includes: 5 White, 2 Red
& 1 Green

404 Lot of 8 Ground Illumination Signal Clusters

Frame measures approx. 29"x41" & in nice condition. NO
SHIPPING.PICK UP ITEM ONLY.

405 Framed WWII SPARS Recruiting Poster

LOT #

Black Powder. Approx. 45 cal. w/smooth bore oct bbl. Gun is attributed
David Douglas Warner PA circa 1850. Gun has full length stripped maple
stock w/brass furniture & single trigger. Overall in fine original condition, a
nice clean & original KY Long Rifle. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

406 David Douglas attributed KY Long Rifle

Antique. 39" oct bbl. w/nice tiger stripped maple stock, brass furniture, dbl
triggers & brown patina metal. Gun has good rifled bore & overall an
attractive original Pennsylvania rifle w/overall length of 55". 1,000.00 -
1,500.00

407 42 cal Pennsylvania Long Rifle

Antique. Private contract 72 cal Brown Bess circa War of 1812 w/41" bbl.
& visible proof marks. Gun has Tower marked lock & bbl is brown patina
w/light pitting overall. Wood is solid & in good overall condition w/brass
butt plate & trigger guard. The bayonet is contractor marked "Hadley" a
known Revolutionary War contractor.  Overall a good example of a Brown
Bess Musket & Bayonet. 1,500.00 - 2,000.00

408 Brown Bess Musket & Bayonet

Antique. Unusual style of percussion conversion utilizing some of the
original flint lock parts. Gun has rifled 70 cal. 28" oct. bbl. swamped at the
muzzle. Full length walnut stock w/3 keys, dbl set trigger, wooden patch
box & brass furniture. Bbl is marked & has touch mark. A fine early
German Jaeger rifle. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

409 Early Percussion Conv. German Jaeger Rifle

Black Powder #NSN; 50 cal.  20" bbl. Civil War era w/fair bore for age &
spotted silver patina. Some receiver marks on left side are partially visible
w/#2 stamped or pressed into left side of butt stock. RM211 400.00 -
600.00

410 Rare Peabody Saddle Ring Carbine

Antique. #3218; 8.15x45R(?). 30" bbl. w/engraved receiver, good bore,
dbl set triggers & fancy Schuetzen style stock. Mechanically triggers may
need adjustment, otherwise mechanically feels good Gun may have been
refinished at one time, but in good condition overall. Bbl is unmarked w/
D.R.G.M. rear target site & some older spots or pitting around breech of
receiver. An attractive German Schuetzen rifle. (311) 750.00 - 1,000.00

411 Antique German Schuetzen Rifle

Antique. #1065; std config w/decent bore & spotted brown to grey metal.
Butt stock appears to be a replacement & forearm is heavily worn.
RM293 400.00 - 600.00

412 Civil War Burnside Saddle Ring Carbine

Black powder. Rifle was made by Daniel Ham of Iowa City IA. He was
born in 1824 & first appeared in Iowa City in 1856 where he was a
gunsmith for over 30 yrs until his death in 1889. Approx. 45 cal. w/heavy
30" rifled bbl & 1 1/4" across at flats. Bbl is even brown patina & lock is
marked D. Ham  w/walnut stock & dbl set triggers Mechanically ok & a
good example of an Iowa Percussion Rifle. 750.00 - 1,500.00

413 D.Ham Iowa City Perc. Plains Rifle
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Circa 1872 w/GGS marks on blade & has partially folding hilt, wire
wrapped handle, etching on blade visible, nice scabbard & clean guard. A
nice 1860 Staff & Field Sword.

414 1860 Staff & Field Officer's Sword

1st is Springfield Armory w/etched blade & wood handle, guard is bent &
partially broken as is tip of sword. Overall in fair condition. 
2nd is circa 1905-1909 w/clean etched blade Springfield Armory, etched
blade & wood handle. In good overall condition.

415 Pair of 1902 Cadet Swords

Antique. #128094; 1862 Civil War production w/attachments for shoulder
stock. Visible numbers are matching & mechanically gun is fair
w/browned patina & visible bbl address. Grips are well worn but solid &
includes a Colt marked bullet mold. In fair overall condition. 700.00 -
900.00

416 Civil War Colt 1851 Navy & Bullet Mold

Antique. #24409; 32 cal. 6" bbl. spotted brown patina. Mechanically gun
is good w/visible patent markings on cylinder. Grips have small chips but
good overall & comes w/well worn military style holster. 500.00 - 700.00

417 Antique Smith & Wesson No 2 Belt Rev. w/Holster

Antique. 30 cal w/5 cast steel bbls marked W.W. Marston & New York
marked hammer. Gun is  5 1/2" overall length w/wood grips &
mechanically does not function. 250.00 - 350.00

418 Marston Pepperbox Pistol

Antique. Liege proofed 4 50 cal 2 7/8" Damascus pattern bbls. w/ebony
handles & spotted brown to grey metal. Mechanically gun does not
function. 300.00 - 400.00

419 50 cal 4 bbl Pepper Box

#21239; 36 cal. Gun appears to have reproduction bbl & loading lever.
Grip strap, grips & other parts appear original. Please inspect photos prior
to bidding. (561)

420 Colt 1862 Composition Revolver

#165750; 38 cal 2 1/2" bbl. Mfg in 1909 w/brown to grey spotted patina &
mechanically good. Grips are solid & may be replacements. (996) 400.00
- 500.00

421 Early Colt Lightning Revolver w/2" bbl

Antique. #138058; 41 cal Colt. Nickel finished gun w/4 12" bbl. Original
nickel is faded & spotted in areas. Mechanically fair & grips are solid but
worn smooth. A good early dbl action Colt (3562) 500.00 - 700.00

422 Antique Colt 41 cal Thunderer Revolver

Antiques. Both are approx. 38 cal, measure approx. 5 3/4" overall & in fair
overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00

423 Pair of Flintlock Screw Bbl Pocket Pistols

Antique. #NSN; 32 cal. Crown/N proof w/2 3/8" oct. bbl, spotted blue
metal, dbl or single action & wood grips. In fair overall condition. 200.00 -
300.00

424 Antique 32 cal Cartridge Revolver

LOT #

Antique. 32 cal. bores w/4" bbls. Spotted grey to brown metal,
mechanically good & gun has good grips. 400.00 - 500.00

425 Allen & Thurber 1887 Pepperbox

Antique. 40 cal. 5 1/4" bbls. Under hammer ring trigger marked J.R.
Copper patent w/wood grips, English proofed bbls & mechanically ok.
Metal is grey to brown spotted w/mixed light pitting but a good early
Pepperbox. 400.00 - 500.00

426 Early Ring Trigger J.R. Cooper 40 cal Pepperbox

Antique. #6586; 32 cal. 3 1/2" bbl. w/grey to brown patina metal. Grips
have repair & mechanically good w/visible bbl markings. 300.00 - 400.00

427 E. Whitney 32 cal Percussion Revolver

Antique. 22 cal. One is ring trigger & other is folding trigger. Both are
nickel finish & approx. 4 1/4" long, Crown/R proofed & in fair overall
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

428 Pair of Antique Cartridge Revolvers

Antique. 41 cal pin fire 3 1/2" bbls w/folding triggers & wood grip w/metal
butt. Mechanically gun is good & metal is grey to blue w/engraving on
sides. A nice early French pin fire. (489) 400.00 - 600.00

429 French Pin Fire Dbl Bbl Pistol

Antique. #6594;  Crown/MA proof approx 5" overall length w/wood grips &
has unique screw driver/ejector tool screwed in butt & is mechanically
good. 400.00 - 600.00

430 Pin Fire Knuckle Duster Revolver

Antique. #4686; 41 cal. w/steel bbl & brass frame. In fair overall
condition. 400.00 - 500.00

431 National Arms 41 cal Derringer Pistol

Antique. #4873; 22 cal. w/engraved brass frame & mechanically good.
Overall good condition for age. 400.00 - 600.00

432 James Reid "My Friend" Knuckle Duster Pistol

Antique. #3803; 41 Rim Fire. 4 1/2" bbl. w/good bore & spotted grey
patina. Breech & trigger show strong original blue & has clear breech
markings w/original wood grips. Circa 1885-1888. A rare Remington
Derringer. (1510) 1,250.00 - 1,750.00

433 Remington Large Frame Split Breech Vest Pocket

Antique. #366; Circa 1865-1888. 22 Short w/3 1/4" bbl. Gun has nickel
finish w/blue trigger & hammer & wood grips. Mechanically good w/good
bore & some grey patina on sides of frame from handling. A good
example of a rare Remington Derringer. (752) 500.00 - 750.00

434 Antique Remington Vest Pocket 22 Pistol

Antique. #472; 32 Rim Fire. 3 1/2" bbls w/revolving firing pin, spur trigger
& hard plastic grips. Mechanically gun is good & original nickel is spotted
or faded to grey & brown. A good example of a rare large size Sharps 3A
Derringer. (654) 400.00 - 650.00

435 Antique Sharps & Hankins Model 3A 4 Bbl Derringer

Antique. #8765; 32 Rim Fire. Std config. Spotted blue to grey metal
w/clear patent markings on frame, has light electro pencilled number on
bottom of frame, is mechanically  good & good grips. Circa 1859-1874.

436 Sharps 4B 4 Bbl Derringer Pistol
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(655) 400.00 - 600.00

Antique. #276578; Civil War production 1865 & all visible numbers are
matching w/4" bbl. & spotted grey to brown patina. Gun has some
remainign cylidner scene & grips appear original, mechanically good & a
nice Civil War era Colt. (664) 750.00 - 1,000.00

437 Colt Model 1849 Pocket Revolver

Antique. #622;  41 cal std config & mechanically good. Top pivot pin is in
good condition, not cracked or broken w/strong nickel & good grips. (757)
600.00 - 800.00

438 Antique Remington 41 cal Nickeled Dbl Derringer

Antique. #6513; 41 cal. Mechanically good, nickel finished & wood grips.
Overall in good condition for age. Circa 1875-1912. (1346) 400.00 -
600.00

439 Colt 3rd Model 41 cal Derringer Pistol

#567571; 25 ACP. Std config. good original blue w/some scratches &
marks from use. Overall nice original condition. 300.00 - 400.00

440 Walther Model 9 25 ACP Pocket Pistol

#24916; 380 cal. Std. config. w/good original blue & typical edge & holster
wear w/mixed spots. Overall in good condition in a scarce 380 cal. 300.00
- 400.00

441 Bayrd 380 cal. Pocket Pistol

#243533; 410 ga. 26" Nitro Steel bbls w/blue to grey exterior & bright
bores. Grey to brown receiver, gun is mechanically good, wood is solid &
butt pad is replacement. LOP is 13 1/2" 300.00 - 400.00

442 LeFever Nitro Spec. 410 ga Dbl Bbl.

#84574; 12 ga. 29 3/4" Damascus pattern bbls w/bright bores. Gun has
case colored receiver wearing grey on edges, checkered pistol grip stock
w/recoil pad & gun is mechanically crisp. LOP is approx. 13 1/4" Overall a
high condition Batavia Leader Dbl. 400.00 - 600.00

443 Fine Batavia Leader 12 ga Dbl Bbl

Antique. #16700; 10 ga. 31 3/4" bbls. marked Damascus Steel. Bores are
fair both showing some light pitting & exterior of bbls have been blued
w/muzzles having some dents & wear. Receiver is mainly silver spotted
patina & has full beaver tail forearm. Butt plate w/recoil pad has LOP of
approx 14 1/4" & dbl triggers w/trigger selector on tang. Mechanically gun
is good & overall a fair example of an early Antique LC Smith 10 ga dbl.
750.00 - 1,000.00

444 Antique Damascus Steel LC Smith Grade 2 10 ga Dbl

#T1068E; 12 ga. 32" bbls w/lightly frosted bores & raised ventilated rib.
Receiver is case colored & fading silver in spots w/dbl triggers & ejectors.
Wood forearm appears to be a replacement  & showing repair. Butt stock
is fair w/recoil pad added & LOP approx. 14 1/2". Mechanically gun is ok
& a good example of a scarce Hercules Super Trap dbl. 500.00 - 750.00

445 Iver Johnson Hercules Grade Super Trap Dbl Bbl

#78455; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/good bores & good exterior blue w/grey on
edges & some light spots or scratches. Mfg. circa 1902. Receiver retains
case colors in protected areas otherwise fading silver. Mechanically gun

446 Ithaca Hammerless 12 ga Dbl

LOT #
is good w/dbl triggers & wood appears original in good overall condition
w/some marks & scratches from use. A nice early hammerless Ithaca
dbl. 500.00 - 700.00

#R85561; 12 ga. 32" London Steel bbls. w/good lightly frosted bores.
Exterior of bbls are clean & appear re-blued at one time. Case colored
engraved receiver is toning to brown on bottom. Gun has dbl triggers &
wood appears original & is good overall w/LOP of 13 7/8" w/few light age
cracks starting rear of locks & selective trigger w/safety. Overall a nice
Ideal Grade LC. 1,000.00 - 1,500.00

447 LC Smith Ideal Grade 12 ga Dbl

#208901; 12 ga. circa 1907. 30" amour steel bbls w/good bores & blue to
spotted exterior on bbls. Receiver has some light areas in protected
areas, otherwise spotted silver. Gun has 5 pin lock which was used only
in 1907 production w/dbl triggers, ejectors & mechanically ok. Wood is
solid & butt stock appears to have some professional repair at wirst. A
nice early LC w/ejectors. 500.00 - 700.00

448 LC Smith Hunter Arms 5 Pin Dbl Bbl Shotgun

#25041; 12 ga. 30" bbls & bores are fair. Gun has some little dents &
marks present w/blue to grey patina. Receiver has some protected colors
otherwise spotted silver patina. Mechanically gun is ok  & wood is solid.
150.00 - 250.00

449 Iver Johnson Hercules Grade Dbl Bbl 12 ga.

Antique. #39355; 10 ga. 32" Twist bbls w/good brown patina & fair bores,
right bbl has small visible dent approx. 4" from muzzle. Receiver is grey
to silver & gun is mechanically good w/checkered perch belly pistol grip
stock. Gun has original butt plate w/small chip at toe, wood is solid but
well used. Overall a nice antique 10 ga Remington Dbl. 400.00 - 600.00

450 Antique Remington 1889 Dbl Bbl 10 ga Shotgun

Antique. 16 ga x9mm. 27 1/2" bbls w/decent bores & underlever action
w/hammers. Gun has flip up peep sight & checkered pistol grip stock
w/brown patinaed metal, in fair overall condition. (709) 600.00 - 800.00

451 Peter Ferlach Hammered Combo Gun

Antique. #34; 16 ga. 30 3/4" Damascus pattern bbls. Brown patina metal
w/mixed spots & mechanically ok. Gun has some silver rings on muzzle
around breech areas of bbls & checkered walnut stock w/cheek piece
w/Belgium liege proofs. Overall a nice antique 16 ga double. 250.00 -
350.00

452 Antique Perc. Underlever Shotgun

#4434F; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/fair bores. Right bbl has heavy, deep
significant rust on 12" of muzzle. Mechanically gun is ok & case colored
receiver w/fair wood. 200.00 - 300.00

453 Batavia Leader 12 ga Dbl Shotgun

Antique. #77426; 12 ga. 28" twist bbls bores are good but show some
light pitting. Brown patina on bbls & the receiver is silver. Mechanically
gun is good & gun has recoil pad added. A nice P Grade Parker. 750.00 -
1,250.00

454 Parker P Grade 12 ga Dbl
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#119380; 12 ga. 28" Vulcan steel bbls. bores are fair w/some rust at
muzzle. Blued exterior w/dbl triggers & butt stock is broken w/2 large
chips, otherwise gun is in fair condition. A good project Parker. 300.00 -
400.00

455 Parker Brother Vulcan Steel 12 ga Dbl. Shotgun

#105393; 22 auto. Std. config. bbl is blue to grey & receiver is grey to
brown. Gun has vintage tang sight & large peep sight. Stock appears to
have been sanded & refinished at one time, otherwise a good Model
1903. 400.00 - 600.00

456 Winchester 1903 22 w/Vintage Tang Sight

#261723; 38WCF. 1904 production 24" oct. bbl. w/dark brown well worn
patina & mechanically ok. Stock is solid but has scratches & marks from
use & age. A good vintage Winchester. 700.00 - 900.00

457 Winchester 1892 38WCF Rifle

#762048; 32 WCF. 24" oct. bbl. Blue to grey patina w/mixed spots &
mechanically ok. Wood is solid w/typical scratches & marks. Magazine
tube has some small dents. 600.00 - 800.00

458 Winchester 1892 32 WCF LA Rifle

#1008639; 12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl. Most of gun has good original blue
but few areas of spots & over cleaning on bbl. Mechanically gun is good &
has good wood. 200.00 - 300.00

459 Winchester Model 97 12ga Pump Shotgun

#76673; 10 ga. 32" bbl w/good original blue mixed edge wear & mixed
spots. Mechanically good & bore has some pitting, wood is solid & gun is
in good overall condition. A nice 10 ga LA Winchester. (203) 700.00 -
900.00

460 Winchester Model 1901 10 ga Lever Action

#127149; 410 ga. mfg. 1957. 28" FULL choke bbl. w/good original blue &
some edge wear on receiver w/scratches & marks on wood. Overall in
good used condition. 1,200.00 - 1,400.00

461 Winchester Model 42 410 ga Pump

#1912814; 12 ga. w/3" chamber & 30" FULL choke bbl. Gun has
excellent original blue & very fine walnut stock w/correct Winchester red
recoil pad. In like new condition. (195) 700.00 - 900.00

462 Fine Winchester Model 12 Heavy Duck Shotgun

#80478; 410 ga. mfg in 1949. 26" MOD bbl. w/strong original blue w/some
light edge wear. Wood is very good w/some light marks & overall a very
nice Model 42. 1,250.00 - 1,500.00

463 Winchester Model 42 w/26" MOD bbl

#5067; 12 ga. FULL choke 30" bbl w/plain pistol grip stock. Metal has
some mixed scratches, marks & typical edge ware but good overall.
Wood is original & solid w/some light scratches & marks from age & use.
Mfg in 1940-1941 only w/limited production of approx. 12,000 guns. A
rare, early Winchester semi auto. 500.00 - 750.00

464 Rare Winchester Model 40 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun

LOT #

#50869; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. Gun's wood & metal are in like new
condition aside from one smaller but visible scratch on bbl. (198) 300.00 -
400.00

465 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Pump

#NSN; 410 ga w/26" bbl. Gun has strong original blue & mechanically is
crisp. Wood is very clean & has small visible crack on left side of receiver
starting. Overall a fine 410 ga Single Shot. 200.00 - 300.00

466 Winchester Model 37 410 ga Single Shot Shotgun

#56538; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. Gun has good original blue w/some
light edgeware. Overall in nice, used condition. 200.00 - 300.00

467 Winchester Model 25 12 ga Shotgun

#75170; 12 ga. Std config & gun retains good original blue w/spotted grey
& brown receiver  Butt stock & forearm are in good condition w/recoil pad
added. Overall a good example of a scarce Winchester Automatic
shotgun. 300.00 - 500.00

468 Winchester Model 11 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun

#NSN; 410 ga. Std. config. w/good original blue & some light spots. Gun
has edge ware on receiver & wood is solid & clean. 150.00 - 250.00

469 Winchester Model 37 410 ga Single Shot Shotgun

#NSN; 20 ga w/MOD choke & 26" bbl. Gun has strong blue & good bore
w/some spots mixed. Wood is good & has Winchester red recoil pad
attached. (216) 200.00 - 300.00

470 Nice Winchester Model 37 20 ga Single Shot Shotgun

#GB248780; 22 cal. std. config. & in like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00
471 Henry Golden Boy 22 cal Rifle

#NSN; 22 cal. std config. w/some spots & small marks. In good used
condition overall. 100.00 - 200.00

472 Remington Model 33 22 cal Rifle

#122-23554; 22 cal. Std config. Gun has black painted stock & bbl w/3-9x
Center Point scope & additional LA mag drop. 200.00 - 300.00

473 Ruger 10-22 w/scope

#G387886; 22 cal. 16 1/2" bbl. blued finish & in very nice lightly handled
condition. 250.00 - 350.00

474 Rossi Trapper Model 62 22 Pump

#3T58285; 22 cal. Made in Belgium, std config & has grooved receiver.
Gun is in very nice lightly handled condition & topped w/4x Bushnell
scope. 
(240) 500.00 - 700.00

475 Belgium Browning 22 Take Down Rifle w/Scope

#500076; 22 cal. std config & in nice lightly handled condition. 150.00 -
250.00

476 Norinco Model 22 ATD Take Down Rifle

#G1306231; 7mm Mag. 24" bbl. w/blued steel & checkered walnut stock.
Gun is in like new condition. (83) 400.00 - 600.00

477 Winchester Model 70 7mm Magnum Rifle
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#G1300115; 30-06. 22" bbl w/iron sights, blued finish & checkered walnut
stock w/recoil pad added. Gun is in nice, lightly handled condition & a
rare version of the economy grade of Model 70 mfg from 1967-1973
(100) 400.00 - 500.00

478 Rare Winchester Model 670 30-06 Bolt Action Rifle

#83518; 7mm Mag. std config w/iron sights & scope. Metal is blue to grey
w/wear & spots on metal. Solid checkered wood stock w/some scratches
& marks. Gun has 2.5-7x Weaver scope & in overall good used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

479 Remington Model 700 7mm Magnum Rifle

#28031; 7mm Mag. 24" bbl. & rifle appears to have been refinished at
one time. Wood is solid w/some scratches & marks from use. Gun is
topped w/Weaver K4 rifle scope & is in overall good, used condition.
350.00 - 450.00

480 Remington Model 700 in 7mm Mag Rifle

#66487; 308 cal. Std config. w/some spots & light pitting on bbl. Wood is
solid w/some scratches from use. Gun is topped w/Weaver K4 scope.
Gun was mfg in 1963 & is in fair overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00

481 Winchester Model 100 308 cal Rifle

#773-28128; 7mm Mag. 24" bbl. w/early tang safety. Gun is topped
w/Leupold Vari XII 2-7x scope. In nice, lightly handled condition. 600.00 -
800.00

482 Nice Ruger M77 Tang Safety 7mm Mag w/Leupold Scope

#V833212; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl. w/REM choke system. Mechanically
gun is good w/mixed edge wear & light marks. Wood is clean & nice but
has ill fitting recoil pad. 200.00 - 300.00

483 Remington 870 Magnum Wingmaster

#41707; 12 ga. 2 3/4" FULL trap choke w/30" bbl. Mechanically good &
wood is good overall w/forearm having chip. Gun has raised comb & 14
3/4" LOP. In very nice, lightly handled condition. (234) 600.00 - 800.00

484 Winchester Super X Model 1 Trap Gun

#NSN; 22 cal single shot. 25" bbl. Blue has been touched up in spots &
receiver is drilled. In very nice condition w/ fancy grain walnut stock.
150.00 - 250.00

485 Remington Model 510P Target Master 22

#13373SF; 22 cal. w/blue oct bbl., case colored receiver & comm
medallion in stock. Gun is in very nice, lightly handled condition. 200.00 -
300.00

486 Stevens Model 71 Favorite Comm. 22 Rifle

#415830; 12 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl & good original blue on bbl.
Receiver is fading brown to grey on edges & gun is mechanically good
w/solid wood. A nice 1897 shotgun. (192) 300.00 - 400.00

487 Winchester Model 1897 12 ga Pump Shotgun

#C1089515; 20 ga. 26" bbl. w/youth sized dimensions & in like new
condition. (211) 200.00 - 300.00

488 Winchester Model 37A Youth 20 ga Shotgun

LOT #

#1389438;  12 ga. 30" FULL choke bbl & 3" chamber. Gun retains strong
original blue & has some light wear on edges w/correct Winchester rubber
recoil pad. Overall a nice example of a Model 12 Heavy Duck. 650.00 -
850.00

489 Winchester Model 12 Heavy Duck Shotgun

#97217A; 22 cal. std config. Gun has good original blue w/some light
scratches & marks. Wood is solid & mechanically good. A good Model 62
Winchester pump. (51)
500.00 - 600.00

490 Winchester Model 62 22 Pump Rifle

#562127; 20 ga. 2 3/4" chamber. 28" FULL choke nickel steel bbl.  Grey
to blue spotted finish & mechanically ok. Butt stock is chipped & broken
at the toe. 200.00 - 300.00

491 Winchester Model 12 20 ga Pump

#1099919; 16 ga. 28" FULL choke bbl. Gun retains good original blue
w/wear on edges. Wood is solid & is a nice 16 ga Model 12. 300.00 -
400.00

492 Winchester Model 12 16 ga Pump

Air Rifle #053169; .177 cal. in very nice, lightly used condition. 
(169) 150.00 - 250.00

493 Winchester Model 435 .177 cal Air Rifle

#395392A; 22 cal. Strong original blue finish grooved receiver & wood is
good. Overall in very good condition. (158) 250.00 - 350.00

494 Winchester Model 74 22 Semi Auto Rifle

#119376; 22 automatic. 20" bbl. Bbl retains good blue & receiver is
browned patinaed & mechanically good. Gun has deluxe pistol grip stock,
wood is solid w/scratches & marks. Overall in good conditionf for age.
(62) 400.00 - 800.00

495 Winchester Model 1903 Semi Deluxe 22 Rifle

#NSN; 22 cal. std config. Gun has strong original blue, bore & wood
w/grooved receiver, nickel bolt & trigger guard, & 10 round magazine. Gun
has few small marks from age, but overall good condition. (137) 300.00 -
500.00

496 Winchester Model 69A 22 Rifle w/Grooved Receiver

#113693; 22 cal. std config w/23" bbl., bbl has some spots which have
been over cleaned & touched up & some edge wear on  fore end cap.
Gun has fine walnut stock, otherwise a nice conditioned Model 63. 500.00
- 700.00

497 Winchester Model 63 22 cal Rifle

Model 1902 #NSN; 22 cal. blue to brown patina w/good bore & rear peep
sight, wood is solid & overall a good example. (162)
02A #NSN; 22 cal. std config good blue, mixed spots bore is good &
clean. Gun has proof marks on bolt & bbl. original but plate & butt plate
screws. Overall a nice pair of 02 Winchester 22s. (165) 450.00 - 600.00

498 Pair of Winchester Model 1902 22 Rifles
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Model 275 #415495; 22 Magnum pump action & press walnut stock, in
nice handled condition. (110)
Model 270 #B853946; 22 cal. pump action w/some mixed scratches &
marks, nicks on wood & trigger guard, Gun is overall in good used
condition. (114) 400.00 - 600.00

499 Pair of Pump Action Winchester 22 Rifles

Model 290 #B845527; 22 cal semi auto & in like new condition. (116)
Model 190 #B967776; 22 cal. semi auto w/4x scope attached & few
scratches & marks, but in good used condition. (13) 300.00 - 500.00

500 Pair of Winchester Semi Auto 22 Rifles

#NSN; 22 cal. semi auto w/pressed walnut stock & mfg. in Canada. Gun
is in like new condition. (121) 300.00 - 400.00

501 Rare Winchester Model 64A Cooey Semi Auto Rifle

#D27126; 22 cal. w/clip magazine & checkered stock. In very fine, like
new condition. Mfg from 1972-1974. (102) 300.00 - 400.00

502 Winchester Model 320 22 cal Bolt Action Rifle

Model 250 #587486; 22 cal. LA w/checkered stock & in good lightly
handled condition. (104)
Model 150 #B1088842; 22 cal. LA w/plain walnut stock & in very nice,
like new condition. (107) 400.00 - 500.00

503 Pair of Winchester LA 22 Rifles

#Z200832; 22 cal. single shot bolt action w/shorter dimension stock & in
like new condition. (128)
Includes original box, no label on box. 200.00 - 300.00

504 Winchester Model 121 Youth Rifle

Model 121D #NSN; 22 cal bolt action single shot in like new condition.
(129)
Model 121 #Z229097; 22 cal single shot & in like new condition. (127)
400.00 - 500.00

505 Pair of Winchester Model 121 Bolt Action 22 Rifles

#5162; 22 cal. std semi auto w/detachable magazine. Strong original
blue,clean walnut stock & in very fine overall condition. (120) 250.00 -
400.00

506 Fine Winchester Model 77 22 Automatic Rifle

#215581; 22 cal. 20" bbl. w/grey to brown patina. Mechanically gun is
good & wood is solid w/original butt plate & screws. 300.00 - 400.00

507 Winchester Model 1906 22 Pump Rifle

#NSN; 22 cal std. config Original blue to brown patina & bore is bright
w/good wood. A nice Model 60 Sporter. (152)
250.00 - 350.00

508 Winchester Model 60 22 Sporter

#NSN; 22 cal. std config & has bright bore w/strong original finish & clean
finger groove stock. A nice Model 67. (144) 250.00 - 350.00

509 Winchester Model 67 22 cal Rifle

#51887; 7.7 cal. Std  last ditch config. w/wooden butt plate,simplified rear
sight & bolt. Mum is ground & otherwise in very good original condition.
300.00 - 400.00

510 Japanese WWII Last Ditch Military Rifle

LOT #

#B5373; 7.65mm. Std cofnifg.  w/matching bolt , stock has been sanded
& bore is dark w/no visible import marks. 300.00 - 400.00

511 Argentine 1909 Short Rifle

#284405;  6.5x55. Receiver is dated 1911 w/grey spotted metal &
mismatched bolt. Mechanically gun is fine w/bright bore & is import
marked at muzzle. 200.00 - 300.00

512 Swedish Carl Gustaf 1896 Rifle

#22004947; 7.62x39. Good surplus condition w/some spots on bolt. Gun
is absent folding bayonet, otherwise in good condition. 250.00 - 350.00

513 Norinco SKS Carbine

#5017976; 30-06. RA8-44 bbl w/National Ordnance receiver & sporter
stock. Gun is in fine surplus condition. 300.00 - 400.00

514 National Ordnance 03A3 Military Rifle

#G7998; 7.65 cal. matching numbers on stock & bolt w/import marks on
underside of muzzle & Argentine crest on receiver. Overall a very nice
Argentine Mauser. 300.00 - 500.00

515 Argentine Model 1909 Mauser Rifle

#43507C47; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl w/2 3/4" chamber. Blue has some
edge wear & light marks from use. Forearm has small visible crack &
overall wood is good w/some small marks. 300.00 - 400.00

516 Browning 2000 12 ga Automatic

#B8424835; 30-06. std config w/parkerized style finish. Gun has
composite stock, is topped w/3-9x Tasco scope & in in very fine handled
condition. 350.00 - 450.00

517 Remington Model 7600 30-06 Rifle

#311MM17215; 270 cal. std config blued metal & checkered walnut
stock. Metal & wood have some light marks or scratches from use.
Topped w/3-9x scope & has Browning sling. Overall in good used
condition. 500.00 - 600.00

518 Browning BAR 270 cal Rifle

#L669744V; 12 ga. 28" MOD bbl w/vent rib. Gun has some light
scratches & marks on receiver, wood is good & has recoil pad added.
Also comes w/22" smooth bore slug bbl w/iron sights. A good used 1100.
400.00 - 500.00

519 Remington Model 1100 Buck & Bird Shotgun

#G219887; 30-06. Std config. & topped w/Cabelas 3.5-10x Guide Series
Scope. In good used condition w/some light marks on wood. 300.00 -
400.00

520 Winchester Model 670 30-06 w/Scope

#N027770V; 12 ga. 28" ribbed bbl w/MOD choke. Gun has some spots &
marks on receiver. Wood is solid w/some scratches & marks. Gun is
overall in good used condition. 400.00 - 500.00

521 Remington 1100 12 ga Semi Auto Shotgun

#F171150; 220 Swift. 26" target weight bbl, single shot action
w/composite stock & in like new condition.  RM316 350.00 - 450.00

522 Savage Model 112 Rifle in 220 Swift
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#A860597M; 12 ga. 28" bbl. w/mixed spots & light rust. Gun needs some
TLC otherwise in fair overall condition. 150.00 - 250.00

523 Remington 870 Express magnum 12 ga. Shotgun

#1940; 308 cal. mfg in. 1961 1st year production. Good original blue
w/some edgeware & light marks. Wood is solid  but has visible crack at
end of forearm & gun is in good hunted condition w/some scratches &
marks. Includes sling, 4-12x scope & an additional Winchester magazine.
450.00 - 600.00

524 Pre 64 Winchester Model 100 308 cal Rifle

#P171866; 12 ga. 24" rifled & ported bbl w/Cantilever mount & topped
w/1.5-4.5 scope. Metal is blued & parkerized w/composite stock. Gun is
in like new condition. (241) 300.00 - 400.00

525 Mossberg 500A Slug Gun w/Rifled Cantilever Bbl

#C015271; 25-06. 26" target weight bbl w/good blue overall, single shot
action & wood is good w/few small marks. RM168 300.00 - 400.00

526 Savage Model 112 25-06 Target Rifle

#436501; 20 ga. 26" MOD bbl w/POLY choke system. Gun has good
original blue w/checkered stock & Whiteline recoil pad added. In good
used condition. 250.00 - 350.00

527 Ithaca Model 37 Featherlight 20 ga Pump Shotgun

#B960362; 243 cal. 26" heavy weight target bbl. single shot action.
Overall good blue & stock has some small marks, gun is in good overall
condition. RM162 300.00 - 400.00

528 Savage Model 112 243 cal Target Rifle

#360166; 20 ga. 26" vent rib bbl. In very nice, lightly used condition.
100.00 - 200.00

529 Charles Daley 20 ga Pump Shotgun

#7322065; 30-06. Strong original blue, checkered walnut stock w/see
through mounts & a 4x Kassnar scope. 300.00 - 400.00

530 Fine Remington Model 742 30-06 Woodsmaster

#233-82043; 22 cal. w/custom Clark target weight bbl & Burris 6x scope.
Gun has checkered walnut stock & is in nice lightly used condition.
400.00 - 500.00

531 Ruger 10-22 w/custom Bbl & Burris Scope

#260001; 22 cal. topped w/3-9x scope & in very nice, lightly handled
condition. 200.00 - 300.00

532 New England Sportster Model SS1 22 Rifle

#256-03345; 22 cal. SS finish w/checkered stock & topped w/3-9x Tasco
scope. Gun is in very good, used condition. 200.00 - 200.00

533 Ruger SS 10-22 Rifle w/scope

Black Powder. #222355; 54 cal. std config. In nice used condition. 150.00
- 200.00

534 Thompson Center 54 cal Renegade Black Powder Rifle

#NSN; 22 cal. 24" bbl. w/target sights & left handed bolt. In good used
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

535 Mossberg L42A Left Handed Bolt Action Rifle

LOT #

#B919597; 243 cal. 26" target weight bbl. Single shot rifle w/good blue &
light spots, mechanically good & oversized stock has a few marks, but
overall in good used condition. RM220 300.00 - 400.00

536 Savage Model 112 Series J 243 cal Target Rifle

#UBM4514; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl w/grey target grips, BSA red dot scope & is
in nice used condition w/ few spots, 2 extra mags & thumb assist mag
loader. 350.00 - 450.00

537 Smith & Wesson Model 22-A Target Pistol

#161-76960; 357 Mag. 6" bbl w/blued finish & wood grips. Gun is in good
used condition & topped w/Bushnell 4x handgun scope. 400.00 - 600.00

538 Ruger Security Six 357 Mag w/Scope

#11-04926; 22 cal. 6 3/4" Target weight bbl. w/after market grip. In good
used condition w/some edge wear & absent magazine. 350.00 - 500.00

539 Ruger Mark I Pistol w/Leupold 2xER Scope

#DWN1293; 40 cal. Std config & in nice, lightly used condition. Comes
w/nylon holster. 350.00 - 450.00

540 Smith & Wesson Model SW40VE Pistol

#131908; 22 cal. Good original blue w/some holster wear. Overall in nice
used condition & includes Brauer Brothers holster. 150.00 - 250.00

541 Ruger Std Model 22 Automatic Pistol

#304-25515; 9mm. Std config w/dual tone & in very nice lightly used
condition, comes w/addition 20  & 25 round magazines. 400.00 - 500.00

542 Ruger P89 9mm Pistol

#N943038; 41 Magnum. 5 7/8" bbl w/nickel finish, pachmayr grips & is in
good used condition, topped w/Simmons red dot & AIMPOINT mount.
400.00 - 500.00

543 Smith & Wesson Model 57-1 41 Mag Revolver

#364-16417; 22 cal. In like new condition w/box, extra mag & soft case.
250.00 - 350.00

544 NIB Ruger SRSS Pistol

#AN100399; 22 cal. 4" bbl w/blued finish & checkered grips. Gun is in
very fine, like new condition in original box. 200.00 - 300.00

545 H&R Model 926 22 Revolver NIB

#050101; 32 cal. Gun is import marked, is wrapped in grease w/original
box, includes manual & extra magazine. 250.00 - 350.00

546 Bersa Lusber 844 32 cal. Semi Auto Pistol

#P177843; 9mm. 3" bbl concealed hammer & blued finish w/mixed marks
from holster wear. Overall good used condition. 300.00 - 400.00

547 Para Carry 9 Pistol

#2478757; 22 cal. 5 1/2" bbl. Original blue has mixed spots & wear.
Wood grips are good w/target style sight rail on top.  A good used High
Standard. 200.00 - 300.00

548 High Standard Victor 22 Target Pistol

#T145091; 22LR. 1911 A1 style & gun is NIB condition. 400.00 - 500.00
549 SIG Suaer 1911-22 Pistol
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#98351; 22 cal. 4 1/2" bbl. blue to grey metal w/most wear on top of
frame & slide. Gun has checkered wood grips, dual tone magazine & is
mechanically good. 300.00 - 400.00

550 Colt Woodsman 22 cal Pistol

#446405; 300 SAV. Std config w/24" bbl. Good original blue w/case
colored lever. Wood is solid w/visible crack at wrist & butt plate is rusted.
Gun would benefit from some TLC. RM258 300.00 - 400.00

551 Savage Model 99  Rifle in 300 SAV

Antique. #310638; 32 WCF. 24" oct bbl. which is bulged & cracked open
midway through (See photos). Mechanically ok, missing dust cover, wood
is solid & butt plate is rusted. RM328 300.00 - 600.00

552 Antique Winchester 32WCF Rifle

#48688; 23 cal. 24" oct. bbl. w/fair bore. Spotted grey to brown patina &
gun is mechanically good w/solid wood. Overall a good original
Winchester. 750.00 - 1,000.00

553 Winchester Model 1892 23 WCF Rifle

Antique. #175064; 22 cal. 24" oct. bbl. w/browned patina & part of bolt is
broken. Mechanically gun is ok & wood is solid w/scratches & marks.
RM282 300.00 - 500.00

554 Antique Marlin 1897 22 LA Rifle

Antique. #714; 32 Long. 28" oct # 2 bbl. Mechanically good & has spotted
brown to grey patina w/spotting on bbl & receiver. Wood is fair & gun has
some repair on forearm.

555 Antique Winchester 1885 Lo Wall Rifle

Antique. 47637; #32-20. 26" oct bbl. w/fair bore. Blue to brown spotted
patina on bbl. Mechanically gun is ok & receiver retains some blue in
protected areas. Wood is solid w/scratches & marks. A good antique
Marlin which should improve w/TLC. RM217 400.00 - 600.00

556 Antique Marlin Model 1889 32-20 LA Rifle

Antique. #9091; 32 cal. 24" oct. bbl. & mechanically ok. Gun has heavily
spotted silver patina metal & bbl markings are weak. RM262 300.00 -
400.00

557 Antique Frank Wesson 2 Trigger Rifle

#161254; 38-55. Mfg. in 1899 w/fair bore & 26" oct bbl. Bbl & tube retain
some original blue, fading to brown patina w/mixed spots. Some case
colors remain on lever & butt plate is rusty, receiver has spots & wrist has
been repaired. A good gun which could be improved w/some TLC. RM259
300.00 - 500.00

558 Pre 1900 Winchester 38-55 Rifle

Antique. #22978; 10 ga. 32" bbls. Bore is pitted & gun has spotted silver
patina. Mechanically ok & wood is solid but well used, butt plate is rusted.

RM299 500.00 - 700.00

559 Antique winchester 1887 10 ga LA Shotgun

#78528; 30 US cal. 25" bbl. w/Redfield receiver sight. Mechanially fair
w/grey spotted patina & rusted butt plate. In fair overall condition RM325
#43420; 35 WCF. 23 1/2" bbl w/spotted patina & mechanically ok. Butt

560 Pair of Winchester 1895 LA Rifles

LOT #
stock is broken at wrist & loose from gun. RM264 600.00 - 1,000.00

#324445; 22 High Power 22" take down bbl w/spotted blue to grey metal.
Mechanically gun is ok, wood is fair & butt plate is rusted. RM246 350.00
- 450.00

561 Savage Model 99 in 22 High Power Take Down Rifle

Antique.  #19586; 22 cal. spotted blue to grey metal & mechanically ok
w/good bbl markings. Wood has been refinished w/some repair. In fair
overall condition. 300.00 - 500.00

562 Antique Colt 22 cal Lightning Pump Shotgun

Antique. #165322; 28" round bbl w/blue to brown spotted patina &
mechanically good w/good wood. RM207 400.00 - 500.00

563 Antique Marlin Model 1892 22 LA Rifle

#563828; 22 cal. w/even cleaned grey finish on metal & markings are
visible. Gun has early style forearm & is mechanically good. Wood is  is
good as refinished. 300.00 - 500.00

564 Winchester 1906 22 Rifle

#10262; 22 cal. 24" oct. bbl. w/fair bore. Bbl is worn blue to grey patina
w/mixed spots & receiver is silver spotted. Gun has "star" marking on
upper tang & mechanically ok. Wood is worn but solid w/chip at toe. A
good project Model 39. RM266 400.00 - 600.00

565 Early Marlin Model 39 w/Oct bbl.

Antique. #381143; gun is in rough well worn condition w/rear sight absent.
Gun has 22" bbl w/saber style bayonet lug. A well traveled antique SRC.
RM296 200.00 - 400.00

566 Springfield Model 1873 SRC

#240936; 22 cal. Std config, metal is spotted blue to grey & gun is
mechanically good. Wood has a chip & repair at toe w/crack in butt plate.
A good 62A which could use some TLC. 250.00 - 350.00

567 Winchester Model 62A 22 Pump Rifle

#NSN; 32-20 cal. 24" oct bbl. w/good bore. Mechanically good w/blue to
grey metal & mixed spots. Receiver is drilled & wood is solid w/small
crack at start of forearm. A rare bigger cal. pump rifle. 450.00 - 650.00

568 Marlin No 27 32-20 Pump Action Rifle

#132194; 22LR. Std config. Gun retains good blue & mechanically is ok.
Stock shows areas of repair & refinish w/rusted butt plate. RM260 200.00
- 300.00

569 Remington Model 24 Semi Auto Rifle

#NSN; 12 ga. 28" vent rib bbl. w/2 3/4" chamber. Bore is good w/good
original blue on bbl & some light scratches & marks w/case colored
receiver. A nice SBT shotgun. 150.00 - 250.00

570 Savage Model 220A 12 ga Trap Gun

#42161; 22 Automatic. Std. config. Blue to brown patina & forearm has
some cracks & repairs. Overall in fair condition. 300.00 - 400.00

571 Winchester 1903 22 Auto Rifle

#547974; 22 cal. Blue to brown metal, mechanically good & overall  in
good condition. 200.00 - 300.00

572 Remington Model 12A 22 Pump
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#205794; 22 cal. semi auto w/deluxe basket weave high grade walnut
stock. Metal has some scratches & marks but overall in good used
condition. (117)
200.00 - 300.00

573 Winchester Model 290 Deluxe 22 Rifle

#B1576638; 22 cal. Semi auto w/scope. Gun is in nice, lightly used
condition. (111) 200.00 - 300.00

574 Winchester Model 190 22 Automatic Rifle

#NSN; 16 ga. 30" bbl. w/brown patina & mixed spots. Winchester marked
on bottom of receiver & wood is clean, but has large chip along upper
tang. 150.00 - 250.00

575 Winchester Model 37 16 ga Single Shot Shotgun

#NSN; 12 ga. 30" bbl. Good original blue w/some small spots & wood has
some cracks & large chip along upper tang, otherwise in good condition.
100.00 - 200.00

576 Winchester Model 37 12 ga Single Shot

Antique. #165176; 38WCF. 24" oct. bbl w/spotted blue to grey metal &
mechanically ok. Wood is solid w/butt plate & lever having heavier rust.
RM231 400.00 - 500.00

577 Antique Winchester 1892 38 WCF Rifle

#379236; 32-40 cal. 21" oct bbl. w/3/4 length magazine. Metal is dark
blue to brown patina & gun has newer Redfield sights. Mechanically gun
is ok w/solid wood & rusted butt plate. RM216 300.00 - 400.00

578 Marlin Model 1893 32-40 LA Rifle

Antique. #6314; 45-70 cal. w/28" oct. bbl, brown to grey spotted metal &
mechanically ok. Loading gate is missing dust cover & gun has
Winchester rear sight & missing elevation ladder. Wood is solid but well
used & butt plate is rusted. RM219 400.00 - 500.00

579 Antique Marlin 1881 45-70 LA Rifle

#207930; 32-40 cal. 26" oct. bbl. w/3/4 length magazine, good bore  &
mechanically good. Receiver has mixed spots & rust  as does magazine
tube & muzzle. Butt plate is rusted & there is a visible crack at wrist. A
good TLC project. RM218 300.00 - 500.00

580 Marlin Model 1893 32-40 Rifle

#1157; 30-30 REM. 22" bbl. w/spotted grey metal & surface rust on lever.
Mechanically gun is good & wood is fair w/some rust on butt plate. 
RM279 300.00 - 400.00

581 Stevens Model 425 30-30 LA Rifle

Antique. #25597; 32L. 28" oct. bbl. w/spotted brown patina &
mechanically fair. Gun has solid wood & butt plate is rusted. RM319
300.00 - 500.00

582 Antique Marlin Ballard Single Shot Rifle

Antique. #10488; 38-55. 28" oct. bbl Receiver & bbl retain good original
blue w/numerous scratches & marks mixed. Front sight is a replacement.
Lever has more rust & dust cover on loading gate is absent along with
tube magazine end. Wood is well worn but solid & butt plate is rusted. A
good early Marlin which should improve w/TLC. RM329 500.00 - 750.00

583 Marlin Model 1881 38-55 LA Rifle

LOT #

Antique. #290801; 22 Short. 24" oct. bbl. Grey to brown spotted/pitted
exterior. Tube magazine appears complete & in good overall shape.
Mechanically gun operates, missing dust cover & wood is fair w//visible
crack at toe. RM225
650.00 - 900.00

584 Antique Winchester 1873 22 Short LA Rifle

appears to have metal Cavalry style guard & blade is New York marked.
Blade measures approx. 36" & is in fire damaged/rough condition, buy as
relic only.

585 Fire Damaged Civil War (?) Sword

Black Powder. Gun looks like a reproduction Remington Revolver which
someone has converted to a revolving rifle look. In rougher, wall hanger
condition only.

586 Replica of Rare Remington Revolving Perc. Rifle

Non-gun/Antique. #27630; Gun may have some original parts but overall
looks to be a replica 66 which has been artificially aged.

587 Replica or Composite Winchester 1866 Rifle

#769382; 22WRF. Std config & in rough overall condition. 150.00 -
250.00

588 Winchester Model 90 22 WRF Rifle

#12246; 22 cal. Brown to grey patina & mechanically ok. Wood is fair
w/chip at toe of butt stock. 200.00 - 300.00

589 Marlin Model 37 22 Pump Rifle

Antiques. #NSN; 22 cal. & in rougher condition. 
#NSN; 22 cal. w/take down ring on side w/brown patina & is mechanically
ok, fair overall condition. 
200.00 - 300.00

590 Pair of Hopkins & Allen mfg Merwin & Halbert 22's

#Z911; 22 cal. Blue to brown metal w/some spots but good overall. 
#S36; 22 cal. w/Model 70 marking, blue to brown metal & recoil plate
busted otherwise in fair condition. 200.00 - 400.00

591 Pair of Stevens Visible Loader 22's

Remington Model 12 #188952; 22 cal. Blue to brown patina w/some light
pitting & mechanically good w/good wood. 
Stevens Favorite #410; 22 cal. w/brown patina, mechanically good &
good wood. 200.00 - 400.00

592 Stevens & Remington 22 Rifle Pair

Model 1914 #53109; 22 cal. w/oct bbl, spotted blue to grey finish & some
pitting on bbl & receiver. Mechanically gun is ok & wood is fair. 
#NSN; 22 cal. Metal is blue to grey, mechanically good & wood is solid.
200.00 - 400.00

593 Pair of Savage 22 Pump Rifles

Stevens Favorite #C146; 22LR w/good bore & spotted grey to brown
patina w/some larger spots on bbl. & wood is good. 
Antique. Remington 22 Take Down rifle #169774; 22 cal. Bbl is grey &
pitted, mechanically breech doesn't open. A good pair of project/clean up
22's.

594 Pair of 22 Rifles
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Remington Model 12 #95347; 22 cal. in poor refinished condition &
missing some internal parts w/good wood.
Stevens Visible Loader #M921; 22 cal. Rough grey finish w/spots & in
rough condition. 75.00 - 150.00

595 Remington & Stevens 22 Pair

12" seat & in good condition w/US marked stir ups. Comes w/1918 LF&C
rifle scabbard, plus early cloth US canteen.

596 WWII Era US McClellan Saddle & Accessories

#51216; 380 cal. Std config. Gun is in nice refinished condition w/holster.
300.00 - 400.00

597 Early Colt 380 Model 1908 Pocket Pistol

#28088B; 380 cal Std config. Overall in nice refinished condition. 300.00 -
400.00

598 380 cal Savage Model 1917 Automatic Pistol

#179804; 32 ACP. Std config. Blue to grey metal w/mixed spots & marks.
Grips are good & mechanically gun is good. A solid 1903 Pocket model.
350.00 - 450.00

599 Colt 1903 32 cal Pocket

#14413; 22 cal; 6" bbl w/blued finish, target sites, &  hard plastic grips
Good original blue w/some spots & light pits along frame & back strap.
Mechanically gun is crisp & a nice early Police positive pistol.

600 Colt Police Positive 22 Target Pistol

#26138; 9mm. Std. config & in nice original condition w/1 additional
magazine. 400.00 - 500.00

601 Astra Model 600/43 9mm Luger Pistol

#129919; 32 cal. Std config. w/rear adj. sight & thumb rest grip on left
side. Gun is in good surplus condition w/magazine & original left grip.
250.00 - 350.00

602 FN 1922 Semi Auto Pistol

#V209208; 38 spec. O/U Derringer in nice, lightly handled condition
w/leather holster. 100.00 - 200.00

603 RG17 38 Spec Derringer

#CSK7735; 22 cal. & gun is NIB condition. 300.00 - 400.00
604 NIB Smith & Wesson Air Lite 22 Revolver

#548-54535; 22 cal. Gun is NIB condition. 250.00 - 350.00
605 NIB Ruger LCR 22 cal. Revolver

#RIA1732095; 38 spec. 2"  bbl w/parkerized finish. Gun is like new in
original box, paperwork & grips. 200.00 - 300.00

606 Rock Island Armory Model 206 38 spec Revolver

#19F04197; 22 Mag. Brushed SS & blued finish w/rubber grips. Gun is in
like new condition. 250.00 - 350.00

607 Charter Arms P.F. Lite 22 Mag Revolver

#HZ09515; 22 & 22 Mag cylinders w/nickel finish & Heritage belt buckle.
Gun is in new lightly handled condition. 150.00 - 200.00

608 Heritage Rough Rider 22 cal pistol

LOT #

#101264; 38 spec. w/O/U 3" bbls. SS finish w/wood grips & is like new
condition in box. 250.00 - 350.00

609 American Derringer Corp. 38 Spec.

#25193; 41 Magnum. 4" ported bbl w/blued finish & rubber Pachmayr
grips. Mechanically gun is good & is in nice refinished condition. 300.00 -
400.00

610 Rare S&W Model 58 41 Mag Revolver

#340648; 32 cal. Blue to brown patina w/wood grips & in good surplus
condition, comes w/one additional magazine. 250.00 - 350.00

611 French MAB Model D Pistol

#7471; 9mm. chamber date of 41 & toggle marked S/42. Gun has mixed
numbers & is import marked on bbl & is grey spotted & well worn
condition. Comes w/early wood bottom magazine & is a fair import
marked surplus Luger.

612 WWII 41 code Luger Pistol

#68298; 22 cal. in good used condition. 150.00 - 250.00
613 German ROHM 22 Revolver

#46064; 22 cal. 8" bbl. Blue is worn silver, nickel frame is good &
mechanically gun is ok. 75.00 - 150.00

614 Hawes 22 cal Tip Up Pistol

#811780; 22 cal. 6" bbl. in fair condition w/holster. 100.00 - 150.00
615 German Arminius 22 Revolver

#002726; 22 cal. 4" bbl. & comes w/25 round mag. In fair overall
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

616 Intratec Scorpion 22 Semi Auto Pistol

Black Powder. 40 cal screw bbls which rotate & gun has folding trigger,
finely checkered stock & ball compartment  in butt. Metal is spotted blue
to grey & is in good overall condition for age.

617 Tipping & Lawden Swivel Bbl Perc. Pistol

Antique. #NSN; 22 cal nickel finish w/ivory style grips. Overall length
approx. 5 1/4" & mechanically ok. Gun has mixed spots flaking on metal.
250.00 - 350.00

618 Ethan Allen 22 cal Side Hammer Revolver

Antique. Blue to brown patina w/no markings, wood grips & mechanically
gun is ok. 150.00 - 250.00

619 Antique Side Hammer 22 cal Revolver

Antique. 3" bbls w/spotted grey to brown patina & mechanically ok. Gun
has wood grips & overall length is only approx. 6". 300.00 - 400.00

620 4 Bbl Allen & Wheelock 32 cal Pepperbox

Antiques. #2587; 32 short. Hammerless w/nickel finish & in good
condition. 
#66406; 32 short. Top break w/nickel finish & in good condition.

621 Pair of Antique Iver Johnson Top Breaks

Iver Johnson Model 1900 #NSN; 22 cal. Nickel finished w/rust around
cylinder overall good
H&R Hammerless Top Break #17906; 22 cal w/blued finish,  4" bbl. &

622 Pair of 22 cal Dbl Action Revolvers
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mechanically good. A nice pair of early American 22 Revolvers. 

6 different Cutts compensator tubes w/wood case & includes wrench.
623 Cutts Comp Set of Pattern Tubes in case

10 individual shot shells all foreign mfg including Holland & Holland. Plus
box of 28 ga German brass shell RWS mfg; Box of Alcan 12 ga unloaded
brass shells; a roll of Fiocchi primers (1,000 ct); 8 ga 3 1/4" brass shell
loaded w/solid bullet & Lyman 837 solid bullet mold.

624 Lot of Vintage Shot shell Ammo

Box of Peters 44 S&W Russian; Box of Peters 45 Colt (approx 40 ct);
Box of Remington 45LC (approx 38 ct); & Box of  Winchester 41 LC
(approx 19 ct)

625 Lot of Vintage Revolver Cartridges

Winchester box of 41 short rimfire, box is fair w/taped edges includes
approx. 31 ct;  Full box of 50 ct 32 Long rim fire; Approx. 45 ct 32 S&W
long; 50 ct box of 25 rimfire short Stevens; & almost full box (90 ct) of
Peters 22 cal C.B. caps

626 Mixed lot of Vintage Ammo

#G1342860; 223 cal. 22" bbl. w/few spots or marks on metal &
mechanically good. Wood is solid w/broken butt stock at the toe. RM183
300.00 - 400.00

627 Winchester 223 cal Model 70 Rifle

#65019; 22LR. 20" bbl. w/rear peep sight & Redfield hooded front. Metal
has mixed spots & wood is solid w/rusted butt plate. A good gun overall
but could use TLC. RM274 150.00 - 250.00

628 Savage Model 19 NRA 22 cal Target Rifle

#NSN; 22 cal. 25" bbl. w/blued metal & full length finger groove Military
style stock. Metal is good w/some light spots mixed. Wood is solid &
metal butt plate is rusted. RM244 200.00 - 300.00

629 Savage 22 cal. Rifle Musket

#NSN; 20 ga. 28" blued bbl & case colored frame. Wood is solid.  RM270
100.00 - 150.00

630 Stevens Model 94B 20 ga Shotgun

#NSN; 22 cal. Overall in nice condition & has retractable sling in butt
stock. 
RM285 100.00 - 150.00

631 JC Higgins Model 30 22 Semi Auto Rifle

#030507328; 12 ga.  28 1/2" vent rib bbl w/removable choke tube. Bbl is
blued & receiver is SS w/few light spots mixed. Mechanically gun is good
w/recoil pad added. 100.00 - 200.00

632 Baikal 12 ga Single Shot Shotgun

Model 490 Topper Junior #AH232354;  410 ga in very nice lightly used
condition. 
Topper Model 58 #AN253987; 410 ga receiver has some spotting,
otherwise in good used condition. 
200.00 - 350.00

633 Pair of H&R 410 ga Single Shots

LOT #

#951; 12 ga. w/30" plain bbl, good bore,nice re-blued condition & recoil
pad. 
#5184; 12 ga w/30" bbl, refinished metal & wood is solid. A good pair of
Long Range Field & Trap guns. 200.00 - 300.00

634 Pair of LeFever Long Range Field & Trap Gun

Mossberg Model 46B-B #NSN; 22 cal. bolt action repeater w/tube
magazine, mechanically good &  in nice used condition. 
Wards Westernfield Model 48A #NSN; 22 cal. Blue to brown patina & in
nice used condition w/some light scratches & marks. 200.00 - 300.00

635 Pair of 22 cal. Bolt Action Rifles

#17993; 12 ga. made by Meridian Firearms Co. w/30" bbl., fair bore blue
to brown patina & mechanically good, & wood is good w/original butt pad.
100.00 - 200.00

636 AJ Aubrey 12 ga Single Shot

#Z1345; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/even silver patina metal & evenly frosted but
fair bore. Gun is mechanically good & the butt plate & pistol grip cap
show Simmons Hardware Co. There is an old crack & repair through wrist
of stock, but a good example of an unusual early Single Bbl. Trap
Shotgun. 200.00 - 300.00

637 Expert Trap Single Shot Shotgun

#A814523; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/case colored receiver & some small marks
on metal. Overall in good used condition. 100.00 - 150.00

638 Stevens Model 94 12 ga Single Shot Shotgun

#NSN; 22 cal. Semi auto w/tube magazine & retractable sling in stock.
Gun is in nice used condition. 100.00 - 200.00

639 JC Higgins Model 30 22 Semi Auto Rifle

#85488; includes trigger mechanism & bolt. NIB condition.
640 NIB SAKO L461 Action

#X0865; includes trigger mechanism, bolt & is in new unfinished
condition.

641 New FN Mauser Supreme No 2 Action

#123498; 223 cal. 24" & includes bolt, trigger mechanism & front site. In
new condition.

642 SAKO Vixen 223 cal bbl Action

#126998; 223 cal. 20" bbl includes bolt & trigger mechanism, in new
condition.

643 SAKO 223 cal  L461 bbl Action

#16508; 308 cal. SAKO action w/22" bbl complete w/trigger mechanism &
bolt & in new condition.

644 Browning 308 cal bbl Action

#126428; 223 cal. 20" bbl attached, includes bolt & trigger mechanism.
645 SAKO 223 cal bbl Action

12 ga MOD trap 30" bbl, in good condition. 
30" Magnum MOD bbl, no rib. 
12 ga FULL choke 30" 2 3/4 w/rib & surface rust.

646 Lot of 3 Remington 870 Shotgun Bbls
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all are 12 ga & includes: 30" Magnum Shell w/vent rib & 30" CHOKE
w/vent rib having rust; 28" MOD plain bbl. All are in fair to serviceable
condition.

647 Lot of Remington Model 1100 Shotgun Bbls

2 new 23" fluted bbls  unmarked but presumably for the 338-06
1 SS fluted used 338-06 Weatherby bbl & 1 new 280 Ackley IMP 25 1/2"
SS fluted bbl. Also included in lot is Weatherby style screw on muzzle
break

648 Lot Fluted Weatherby 338-06 & 280 Ackley IMP bbls

60 rds 185 GR Triple-Shock & 20 rds 185 GR Soft Point
649 80 rds of 338 Federal Ammo

1 Heiser holster w/original No 32 Catalog plus 2 Lawrence holsters & an
original Lawrence Catalog.

650 Vintage Heiser & Lawrence Holster & Catalog Lot

60 rds of 154 GR Interlock & 100 rds 139 GR Interbond factory new
ammo

651 Lot of Hornady 7mm Mag Ammo

a new unopened case.
652 Case (5,000 rds ) Daisy VL Caseless Ammunition

Four - 4 gun racks
Eight - 5 guns racks

653 Lot of 12 takedown gun racks

Hinged glass top case & measures approx 35"x24" x9" tall w/silver
corners. NO SHIPPING. PICK UP ITEM ONLY.

654 Henry Pauk & Co Vintage Display Case

approx. 20"x18" w/3 glass shelves & glass top. In nice condition. NO
SHIPPING. PICK UP ITEM ONLY.

655 Upright 4ft Tall Glass Display Case

NO SHIPPING. PICK UP ITEM ONLY, Case measures 50x12x10.5
656 50" Vintage rifle display case, Chas Bodach Co.

signed & numbered. measures approx 42 1/2" x 29" & is nicely matted.
NO SHIPPING. PICK UP ITEM ONLY

657 Terry Redlin "Summertime" Framed Print

#30118; 44 cal. 7 1/2" bbl. w/blued & case colored metal. In like new
condition w/original Colt black box. 300.00 - 400.00

658 Colt Replica 3rd Model Dragoon Revolver

Black Powder. #P111547; 44 cal. Blued & case colored metal, in very
nice, lightly handled condition. 100.00 - 200.00

659 Pietta 44 cal. Black Powder Revolver

Black Powder. #2688; gun has some spots on metal from age, but overall
in good condition.

660 Replica BP North & Cheney Flintlock Pistol

Black Powder. #37096; & #2106; both 44 al w/blued bbls, brass frames &
both are in nice handle condition. Lot includes on leather CS holster.
300.00 - 400.00

661 Pair of Navy Arms Brass Frame Replica Revolvers

LOT #

Black Powder. #4340 &  #5077: 36 cal. both have blued bbls case
colored frames, brass trigger guards & are in nice, lightly used condition.
200.00 - 250.00

662 Pair of Navy Arms 1851 Colt Navy Replicas

Black Powder. #A24294; 44 cal. Blued & case colored metal & rear leaf
sight. In like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00

663 Italian 44 cal Colt Dragoon Pistol

Black Powder. #A77844; 44 cal. Blued & cased colored & in like new
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

664 Uberti 44 cal Dragoon Revolver

Black Powder. Both are 44 al #38634; & 40008; both have fluted cylidner
w/blued or case colored metal,  wood grips & in nice handled condition.
300.00 - 400.00

665 Pair 1860 Fluted Cylinder Army Replica Revolvers

Black Powder.  #39354;  & #5528; both are 44 cal. & are in antiqued
condition, one includes shoulder stock attachment. 300.00 - 400.00

666 Pair of Replica 1860 Colt Army's & Shoulder Stock

Black Powder. Both are 44 cal. #22167; in like new condition w/original
box. # R405706; w/target style sights & in like new condition. Lot includes
2 additional NIB black powder cylinders. 300.00 - 400.00

667 Pair of 1858 New Model Remington Replica Revolvers

Black Powder. #3948; 36 cal w/target style front sight. #E12546; 36 cal.
w/squared trigger back & is early model. Both are in nice, lightly handled
condition. 300.00 - 400.00

668 Pair of Italian 1851 Navy Replica Revolvers

Black powder. #53383; 36 cal 6 1/2" bbl. & #A82257; 44 cal 5 1/2" bbl.
Both are in like new condition. 300.00 - 400.00

669 Pair of 1858 Remington New Model Replica Revolvers

#11377417; 22 cal. Std config w/4x scope. In fine, lightly handled
condition. 100.00 - 200.00

670 Marlin Model 60 22 cal Rifle w/Scope

#16800; 410 ga. 26" FULL choke bbl. Gun is in solid refinished condition
& most bbl markings are no longer visible. 100.00 - 200.00

671 Winchester Model 20 Single Shot 410 ga. Shotgun

#CGTC; 410 ga. Gun has some rust in bore & rust on bbl. Case colored
frame has some rust & gun could use some TLC. 75.00 - 100.00

672 Iver Johnson Champion 410 ga Single Shot

#7941; 22 cal Falling Block w/brown to grey patina, gun is mechanically
ok & wood is solid. 100.00 - 200.00

673 Page & Lewis Model B 22 Sharp Shooter

#NSN; 22 cal. single shot w/Military style hand guard. Blue to spotted
brown patina & in fair overall condition. 100.00 - 200.00

674 Hoban Model 45 22 Training Rifle

Antique. #NSN; 22 cal. single shot. Bbl is toning brown frame retains
good nickel. Gun has unique pistol grip stock & customized rear peep
sight. 200.00 - 400.00

675 Antique Quackenbush Boys Rifle w/Deluxe Stock
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#166031; 219 WASP cal. re-barreled in 219 WASP cal & metal is in
refinished condition.  Mechanically ok & wood is refinished w/cracks
visible in shellac. Butt plate is rusty & overall fair condition. RM235
300.00 - 400.00

676 Savage Model 99 Chambered in 219 WASP cal

#297330; 25-3000 cal. 22" round bbl. Original blue is faded grey w/spots
mixed. Gun has take down bbl, large visible repair at wrist & butt plate is
rusted. 
RM228 200.00 - 300.00

677 Savage Model 99 25-3000 Rifle

#R549; 22LR. in rougher overall condition. RM276 75.00 - 100.00
678 Stevens Favorite 22LR

#NSN; 410 ga. bolt action w/grey metal & wood is solid, gun is in fair
condition overall. 75.00 - 125.00

679 Mossberg New Haven Model 83B 410 ga Bolt

#141465; 30-06. std config. Metal is spotted in areas & mechanically ok.
Forearm has crack on left side & gun is topped w/3-9x Tasco scope, in
fair used condition. 200.00 - 250.00

680 Remington Model 742 30-06 w/Scope

#NSN; 22 cal std. config w/retractable sling in butt. In good used
condition w/mixed scratches & marks. 100.00 - 200.00

681 JC Higgins Model 30 22 Semi Auto Rifle

#NSN; 22LR 20 ga Std config w/blued bbl & some spots & SS frame.
Front sight is in a bag attached to gun. Butt stock has cracks & repairs at
wrist. Mechanically gun feels good & is a good Savage combo gun.
250.00 - 350.00

682 Savage Model 24H-DL Combo Gun 22LR/20ga

#NSN; 22 cal. 27" target weight bbl. Gun has Redfield receiver sight &
hooded front w/some light spots mixed on metal. Butt plate is rusted,
otherwise in good used condition. RM175 200.00 - 300.00

683 Remington Match Master 513T 22 Target Rifle

#H6764; 22 cal.  Brown bbl w/some mixed spots on bbl  & frame .
Mechanically gun is good & has fair wood w/wrong sized butt plate &
poorly fit. RM269 250.00 - 350.00

684 Marlin Model 39A 22 cal Rifle

#M00272; 22 cal. lever action. Bbl & metal have mixed spots overall &
gun is mechanically good overall w/solid wood. A good project/clean up
gun. 150.00 - 250.00

685 Marlin Model 56 22 cal LA Rifle

Antique. #NSN; 22 cal w/good original blue & is mechanically good
w/some mixed spots & solid wood, nice overall condition. 
#NSN; 22 cal. & in rougher overall condition w/spotted metal & broken
knob on loading gate, wood is rougher. 200.00 - 300.00

686 Pair of Antique Flobert Single Shot Rifles

#29205; 22 cal. Target Rifle. w/spotted silver metal & some visible pitting
on bbl. Gun has 5 round magazine & bore looks fair. A good Project 22.
100.00 - 200.00

687 CZ BRNO Model 4 22 Rifle

LOT #

New England SB1 #NN205976; 20 ga. 3" chamber & in good, lightly used
condition. 
BOITO #413131; 20 ga. w/spotted grey metal & in rougher overall
condition. 100.00 - 200.00

688 Pair of Single Shot Shotguns

Black Powder. J&W Aston 40 cal rifled percussion boys rifle w/23 1/2"
bbl, half stock w/decoration & in fair overall condition. 
Single Bbl Percussion Fowler in 16 ga w/32" round to oct laminated steed
bbl. & carved head in stock, in fair overall condition. 400.00 - 600.00

689 Pair of Vintage Percussion Long Arms

#9107651; 7.62x39. Fine condition w/composite stock & scope attached.
300.00 - 400.00

690 Norinco SKS Rifle

#1116914; 30-06. Mark I in sporter condition & topped w/Weaver K4
scope. Gun has sporter stock & is in overall good sporter condition.
300.00 - 400.00

691 Springfield  Mark I 1903 Sporter Rifle

#B6035263; 308 cal. Std config. Good original blue w/3-9x Hawke scope.
Wood has scratches & marks, overall in good used condition. 300.00 -
400.00

692 Remington 788 308 cal Rifle

Remington Model 33 #245; 22 cal single shot & has Weaver G4 scope in
fair condition w/mixed spots overall. 
Mossberg Model 146B-A #NSN; 22 cal bolt action. Metal is blue to grey
w/mixed spots, overall in fair condition. 100.00 - 200.00

693 Pair of 22 cal Bolt Action Rifles

#72097; 12 ga. 29" bbl. w/3" chamber. Metal is heavily spotted w/surface
rust on most surfaces. Mechanically gun is ok & wood is fair. A good
project gun which needs cleaning & TLC. 75.00 - 150.00

694 Bereda 3" Semi Auto 12 ga Shotgun

#20765V; 12 ga. 28" bbl. Blue to grey metal w/some mixed spots &
overall in fair used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

695 Remington Model 28 Sportsmans 12 ga.

Model 12 #690430; 22 cal. grey to brown rusted metal & mechanically ok
w/fair wood.
Model 24 #56294; 22 cal. & in rough, rusted condition but mechanically
operational. RM273/305 100.00 - 200.00

696 Pair of Vintage Remington 22 cal Rifles

#NSN; 12 ga. 36" bbl. w/good bore,  case colored to brown spotted
receiver & good wood. (243) 100.00 - 200.00

697 Long Tom 12 ga Single Shot

#12516-104935; 12 ga. w/20" ribbed bbl & is in like new condition. 100.00
- 200.00

698 Hatfield 12 ga Folding Shotgun

#478243; 20 ga  2 3/4" chamber FULL choke on 28" bbl. Metal is blue to
grey w/some mixed spots & wood is solid. Gun is in fair used condition.
250.00 - 350.00

699 Ithaca Model 37 20 ga Featherlight Shotgun
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Air Rifle. #662589; .177 cal. Mechanically ok & gun has Burris 6x Mini
scope. In overall good used condition w/few scratches & marks. 300.00 -
400.00

700 Diana Model 45 .177 cal Air Rifle w/Scope

#NSN; 410 ga. bolt action w/box style magazine, blue to spotted brown
patina & wood is solid. Gun is in fair overall condition. 100.00 - 150.00

701 Wards Westernfield 410 ga Repeater

#660955040; 20 ga. 28" bbl. w/good original blue & wear on lever. Overall
in good used condition. 150.00 - 250.00

702 Ithaca M66 Super Single 20 ga. Shotgun

#16028; 12 ga. 32" bbl. w/fair bore & ventilated rib. Exterior blue is fair
w/edge wear having mixed spots, mechanically ok & wood is solid
w/recoil pad added. 200.00 - 300.00

703 LeFever Single Bbl Trap Shotgun

#V290509; 12 ga. 34" vent rib bbl & bore is fair w/some rust  & blued to
brown patina. Stock is fair w/custom butt pad. 300.00 - 500.00

704 Ithaca Flues Victory Single Bbl Trap

#JYA1; 16 ga   28" bbl. w/POLY choke attached & in fair condition
w/some scratches & marks. 100.00 - 150.00

705 Savage Model 220 16 ga Single Shot

#39753; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/solid Rib & bright bore. Gun has good blue &
some remaining case colors. Wood is solid & is a good example of a Iver
Johnson solid rib. 
#37050B; 12 ga. 30" bbl. w/solid rib & dbl bead. Gun has case colored
receiver & is mechanically good. Blued bbl has browned patina & mixed
spots & stock has been cracked & repaired at wrist. 
250.00 - 400.00

706 Pair Iver Johnson Champion Solid Rib 12 ga Single

#NSN; 16 ga. 30" bbl. Blue to grey patina & is in fair overall condition.
50.00 - 100.00

707 Stevens Single Shot 16 ga Shotgun

Black Powder. #0817711; 45 cal w/composite stock, inline for 209
Shotgun Primers & Tasco scope. 75.00 - 150.00

708 CVA 45 Mag Hunter Black Powder Rifle

#NSN; 410 ga. 24" bbl w/tube magazine & bolt action. In nice used
condition. 100.00 - 200.00

709 Stevens Model 39 Bolt Action 410 ga Shotgun

#154204; 12 ga. 30" bbl. in fair refinished condition & mechanically good.
Gun has some visible pits under new finish w/recoil pad added. 150.00 -
250.00

710 Winchester Model 1897 12 ga pump

Black Powder. #4883; 44 cal. 35" oct bbl w/blued steel & full stock. Gun
is in good, lightly used condition.  RM311

711 Euroarms Kentuckian 44 cal Muzzle Loader

Black Powder. 70 cal. Contemporary gun w/ 52" smooth bore bbl w/GL
marked lock & British style proofs on bbl. Gun has grey spotted metal &
in fair overall condition. RM313

712 70 cal Flintlock Musket

LOT #

Antique. Lock is dated 1863 w/40" smooth bore bbl. gun is well worn &
traveled w/rusted butt plate. In good wall hanger condition. RM317 300.00
- 500.00

713 Civil War Model 1863 Springfield Musket

Antique. Approx. 40 cal. w/42" oct. bbl. & some old unlegible script
markings. Stock is a replacement w/Goulcher lock & stock is broken &
repaired at toe. In good wall hanger condition. RM309 300.00 - 500.00

714 Antique Full Stock Percussion Long Rifle

Black Powder #56372; 50 cal. std config.  w/some light spots on metal,
bore is good & gun looks unused but has spots & marks from storage.
RM165 150.00 - 250.00

715 Thompson Center 50 cal Hawken BP Rifle

#6886; 12 ga. 20" bbls w/exposed hammers & in good lightly handled
condition w/some scratches in stock. 250.00 - 350.00

716 Rossi 12 ga Coach Gun

#163311; 12 ga w/Royal steel 30" bbls. Bores are fair w/some light pitting
& mechanically ok.  Metal is grey & spotted & wood is fair for age but
heavily used. 150.00 - 250.00

717 Hunter Arms LC Smith 12 ga Double

#321219; 20 ga. 26" bbls. & in very fine, lightly used condition. 200.00 -
300.00

718 Stoeger 20 ga Uplander Dbl Bbl

#234222; 12 ga. 30" bbls. w/case colored receiver, in fair condition &
recoil pad added. 
#252325; 12 ga. 32" bbls. Bores are frosted & gun has spotted grey,
lightly rusted metal. Mechanically trigger mechanisms are is rusted & gun
is a single model in need of TLC. 200.00 - 300.00

719 Pair of LeFever Nitro Spec Dbl Shotguns

#61488; 16 ga. 28" bbls. w/pitted bores & exterior is spotted brown
w/dents. Gun has No 2 frame & dbl triggers w/wood being a poor
replacement. 100.00 - 150.00

720 LeFever DS Grade 16 ga Dbl

#295946; 12 ga. 30" bbls. w/good bores,good blue exterior, some
protected case colors on receiver, wood is solid & overall in good
condition. 150.00 - 250.00

721 LeFever Nitro Spec 12 ga Dbl Bbl. Shotgun

#RE69460; Field Grade gun w/30" amour steel bbls & good bores. Metal
has been refinished w/dbl triggers. Front trigger does not work properly.
Gun has ejectors & butt stock is a poor replacement. 200.00 - 300.00

722 Refinished LC Smith Field Grade Dbl 12 w/Ejectors

#S246933; 16 ga. 28" bbls w/good bores. Metal is blue to grey patina
w/case colored receiver fading to brown. Mechanically gun is good &
wood is ok w/recoil pad added. 
#245896; 12 ga. 30" bbls w/blue to grey metal, mixed spots & case
colored receiver is fading brown. Mechanically gun is ok & wood has chip
near left side of tang. 350.00 - 450.00

723 Pair of  LeFever Nitro Special  Dbl Shotguns
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#NSN; 12 ga.  POLY choke system w/blued metal & mixed spots or
marks. In fair overall condition. 75.00 - 125.00

724 Springfield Model 67F 12 ga Pump Shotgun

#NSN; 20 ga. single shot & gun is in good condition aside from butt stock
broken at toe. 50.00 - 100.00

725 Sears Model 101 Single Shot 20 ga.

#J507756; 12 ga. w/18" bbl. pistol grip & is in good used condition.
150.00 - 250.00

726 Mossberg 500A 12 ga Home Defense Shotgun


